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BY

ISSUED

ed to go to heaven ‘ on flowery beds of
ease;” but I have asked to sympathize
with’ my Redeemer in view of a sinful
world.
‘1 can offer no comments on these

THR

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher, N

ey, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H,

for publication

this paper.

A

GREENLEAF

TO JOHN

WHITTIER.

I certain I

Unbidden to the feast where friends have
brought,
To greet thy seventy years, their wreaths of
rhyme—
For that thy form erect such weight of time
Should bear,was never presentto my thought—

Whittier!

done,

A

doors

the station.

an

this amount
%ven

ac-

The first victim was attacked

matter which the editor would feel compelled to cut out for want of space. Then,

after all, what an insignificant part of
the life and work of this woman is represented in all the Reports combined! Her
scholars who are sept out hither and
thither through the country, into 'zenana
work at the various stations, and are be-

fare-

well missionary meeting was tendered
Miss Crawford at Villanovia, N. Y. It
was on Sunday, and there was a *‘ large
congregation collected from the different

ing scattered in the villages as the wives

towns, to take the parting hand of our
beloved sister, who was to leave in a few

an opportunity

should occur to set sail for India’s heathen shore.” On this occasion the missionary elect addressed. the people; beginning with these plain,outspoken words,
which have the true ring of the woman in
them: * I feel thankful, not only to the

friends

to

for

my

this

timidity would

brethren,

sisters

meeting.

and

‘Womanish

naturally cause

me

mothers

of

that

people,—these

all

have their stories to tell.

England,

days for the East and for New

to bein readiness when

and

As 1 have been thinking over this life,
I don’t just like the sound of the sentence

in last week’s Sta¥,

by

Rev.

Phillips: “Ts she not worthy

James

L.

ofa fresh

helper in her old age and infirmities?”
As for age, four members of the Mission
now in India are older than she; and as
for infirmities, without any invidious comparisons whatever, who does more work

to

than she?

1owh up
inks

that

I am
"
fi

WASHINGTON

about in leaving you as I do.

I trust that

1 am actuated by no- visionary motives.

partial,

When I was first asked if I could be will- |

! (IV

NOTTS.

There are many

places

in

and

around

. ing to go to the heathen, the language of | Washington, that one will find much
my heart was,
:
pleasure and profit in visiting. At these

invit-

freeall of

to

cared

resemble

the restoration
have been priappear : from the

to

be

Fea for the Wm.

for instance, the

ladies

AS,

of Wisconsin, who

have

the forests,

that

part line both banks

for

of the

the

river,

R.

and her remains

unless

in

and

farther off,

now

Here

we

lose

sight
now

nevolent

of the

freedom.

properly inscribed, the one

of

to know

substan-

gate we have a good view of the two marremains

I say,

and

realize

that chair, and just think.—J.

Washington,

and the other,as reads theinscription,those

or

the year?

and

explains

THE

us

inconsiderable

Terr itories.

|.

It was a beautiful day, such as all would
wish, neither too “col
d, nor 100 ‘warm, comfortable out of doors whilst moving about,
just cool enough to make a little fire indoors
a luxury. We wet, we sang, we prayed and *

talked and enjoyed the Thanksgiving as we
bad enjoyed no other meeting in the State.
The

ag-

tall pines

BY

HOME

REV.

G.

C.

MISSION

If not,

would it not

And

then

to “have

see, brethren,

pastors,

es of Christian effort.

be well

amount

to us everything.

of

money

at

_ied for years.
Since the Board voted
‘send me to a foreign: field, I have not for

once felt like shrinking

from

the work.

anxie| hadwellSome
1 yas received,
Before
ty,for I thought
sey might
refuse
one
so weak

and utterly unworthy

as myself,

My prayer was that God might be glori.
fied in this matter. Now, though I have

TN

no ecstasies of joy in bidding
wi

rp

rd

gion to

if we

can

not

If we do,

divided

in the

we shall

BY

birth.

tendency

‘Ponce

which

scepety.
£00 and
tion for

1

of

ex-

disappointment.

field, with the exception of the garden and

* Bo every year, thy cradle, Lord, surrounding, .

We question nothow can

A

each

and every

such place

he may

more

abundantly

shoud have

had

supplied with funds, 3
more of them. We can,

is

* Glory to God on high! Good will to men!”
Ah, tune each heart to this celestial ringing, |
Ere with thine angels thou dost come again.”

force of moral ideas, to rely

on

answered.

;

claims of this Society.

by. the hundreds

good

and

But whether we keep

the very

day

ef hiss

birth is of smaM moment.
It is not necessary
to believe that the Lord was born on the 25th
of December in order to enjoy ull the happiness which is associated with the recurrence
of that day. That be was born is certain, and
so we keep on earth a day, a birth-day, in

We all shail love the Saviour more as wa remember that he was once a wee, helpless,
beautiful babe, cradled in bis mother’s arms.

It may

be

interesting to

many

readers

of

:
yt
5
Christmas is a time of giving gifts, aud there-

the Star to know how we spent Thanksgiving
:

fore it is a season

THE

|

CHURCH

that,

But

good time,

in God’s

and

here,

breth-

of Christ, and labor with us for the salvation
of souls, hus kept hépe

AT LYNN.

buoyant

and encour-

aged us to struggle on,
regular meetings most of the
has | Ihave twobeld
digerent. Places, but lately only at
time in
a place we call Crystal

Lake.

Here

it was

that the appointment for Thanksgiving service

was made, Our friends
that, although
tled of any in
the newest of

in the North must remember
our State was the earliest setthe Union, still, itis yet one of
our States. Until northern peo-

your enemies. “Pardon your offending brother
on Christmas. Let Christmas. melt. the~ice
.which has accumulated between you and your

God

bless

his

only kind of thoroughfare the country afford|ed.

In allthis peninsula,which is from fifteer

ip undantly and raise the church to | to twenty miles long, and" from four to ten

a position of strength and

power.

™

miles wide, I have not seen a single schoolhouse until ours was built.
It was resolved by one man one year ‘ago at
a Thanksgiving service held
in a private

a buildin for 3 schob]
Rouse that ‘we needed
ol,
8
>
and also for meetings. ‘We have no State law
to enable

us

to raise

a tax

for

building

estranged friend. Give patience to the fretful;
give love to your households, and be sure that
1m all your giving you give your heart to God.
+ On Chri-tmas. more than ar any other time, .:
we believe in the communioh of samts, for
then He came who made communion possible.” ”
Let Christmas ulso b- the children’s day.
Jesus loved the little children, and said, * Of
such is the kinedom: ot. heaven ” © They will
» ‘t hang (heir stockings in the chimney coruct muuy years longer ; let ux ~wuff: them fall

oo

ons OR
igi

‘May.

of great embarrassment.

There are people who will be all this week’ at
They want something for
their. wit’s end.
somebody, and that somebody is. so well supplied with everything (hat they lack. nothing
and so multitudes of people are racking theiy
brains over the question of what to give.
But there are others who are embarrassec
from another source. Itis not what te buy,
but how to find the means to buy with. Just
think of the many friends we would like to remember.
To all such let us say, there are
many things which you can give which are of
wore worth than treasures of gold. Visit the
sick, and give them s comforting word; going
down the street to your business, give a smile
and a cheery greeiing. ' Gave forgiveness ito

thousands | ren tried and true should join in the dear work

:

| of dollars. .
|

and

expectation

its treas- | we should find true friends

into

distinguished guests.
;
THE CENTENNIAL JUBILEE SINGERS.
Of the relics and original furniture of 9
of the house,
This company which cam into New
(
hoa at last invaded even, natural these, and the other rooms
three
Of the latter a England as;entire strangers uns
the Cre- | I need dpecify only a few.
when
The time was,
ex
bedstead,
perhaps
more
than
one,
a
few
an
tide
redently”
has
exhibiho)
on
had
months
all
Father ~fus
:
5)
looking-glasses, dressing-cases, an arm
tended tour in. northern New Hampshire,
the ¢ jus, henefit of his children
i

world

The Roman emperor was: anxious
passable.
to conciliate the Jews, and he would hardly
have required men and women at that inclement season to go to their several cities to be
enrolled for taxation.
Nor at that time of
year would the shepherds have been watching
their flocks on the Judean plains. They woald
have had them all sheltered in the sheep-cotes.
There is no proof that the church of God!
had any Chrisimas for centuries.
And wheus
they began to talk of it, May and October were
more spoken of as the month of his birth, than
December or January.

THANKSGIVING IN FLORIDA.

Its affairs are in deur and loved ones I left in the North.

solutely no risk in pouring
| ury money

ton, after it came into his possession, and | J vo"

y

whole

that Jesus was born on the 25th of December,
At that time the roads of Judea are almost im-

sense and patriotic virtue of the people.
No reformer ever accomplished anything
who was unwilling to stake his future on
the trinmph of great principles.—Ewx. &
Chronicle.
One of the most uncomfortable features
of our modern Congressional politics is

most excellent condition’ and there is ab-'| the

by Washing- | Rev. A. P. Tracy.

he entertained his

more. the

more the rich and poor are coming together,
the
cultured
and the ignorant,
the
happy and the sad, finding one place of meet--ing, and one sign of kinship,—the cradle of the
babe of Bethlehem. We do not know the day nor the month of his birth. It is not probable

make

any in the house, being in that part of the | guidance of their able and devoted pastor,
in which

More and

is blending into a grand fraternity, more

to the

the

:

And the prayer of the last two lines will be

a great

more

It ring-

ing,

to a per-

opportunity

He needs only to trust

hear

** Through an earth's discords we can

in this land of sunshine and flowers.
change the past. We can, ho ever, dayAlmost
three years have passed since I first
¥
8
the future better. Let us see to it came to this State, and during that. time I
that we do not forget, nor, neglect the" uve often felt the loss of the society of many

#not

This young
and vigorous society
during its existstruggle
small
no
had
|
:
out into a large
come
to
likely
is
but
ence,
|
as is the case with
This room is small,
nearly all the other rooms of the house, {iplace with a solid ground unger ts feet,
and of plain finish, with scarcely an article | | at uo very. distant day. A movement
by way of furniture or ornament Save per- is in progress which will probably result in
haps an old looking-glass, and two medalso far disposing of its debt that it will be
lions of ¢ Gen. and Mrs. Washington.” We | entirely relieved of that burden before long,

was the room

such marvelsbe;

Rejoiced
to send it forth o'er land and sea.”

center-piece of Christ's church is

The President’s

ever
Without it we
them. If it had been. ghyonger,

have had

green-house, having little else than scattered trees of considerable size, oak, mai
apparently. of native
beech,
ple, and

added

Festivities will be in order, and with

memory of the Divine Infant, who once slum‘do. How many of our churches now in a that the examination of parties contend- bered iu a mother's arms.
Let the children on Christmas day, as they
itolerably prosperous condition, and some
ing for seats in any house has come to climb your knee and ask for a story, hear once ‘of our most vigorous and powerful’ ones,
turm mot upon the merits of the case, but
more the old, old stery of the Babe in the
have been nursed and cared for in their
the majority
of the party. Congressional | | Manger. —Aund-as we readit, and sing it...and...
infancy by this Society! Indeed; almost|
tell it, and hear it, a sympathetic chord will be
reform. is even
more needed than civil.—
without exception, our churches imlarge
touched in-every soul, from the negro mother
Zion's Herald.
villages and cities have been the children
in her little cabin, to the queen on her throne.
a

Instead of closely shorn lawns, with fresh
springing grass, and mounds of flowers,
and hedges of shrubbery, all the grounds
about the house, containing some twenty
acres, are simply mown, as a common

mansion, which was

REV. F. E. DAVISON.

'Rejoiced
to hear thelr angel’s message squnding, -

it will be a personal allegiance
sonal Christ
.— Christian Union.

but we

N. WOODWORTH.

prayers and songs of gladness the Saviour’s.
adventto our sphere will be recalled.

church nor yet allegiance to a philosophy;

one.

.
-

sus of Nazareth, who, by his living and dying,
won for himself the name of Saviour.
We are
coming nearer to that day when all Christenof ‘that.
dom..will_engage..in.the celebration
ct

name.— Vt. Chronicle.
Few men and women whose hearts are
|- overflowing with good-will can be trusted
to administer their own charities. No institution of charity can be trusted to deal
with the sensitive and high-minded poor.
— Christian Register.

:

-

pre-eminent, birth of the world wus that of Je-

Word of God, and as firmly held by the
Christian church, as anydoctrine we can

WATERMAN...

.

The birth of Christ has put a new face on alP
things. No birth is insignificant.
But the

¢ exceeding sinfulness of sin,” the ‘‘ morality” of the times will not improve.—
Observer.
°
We believe the endless punishment of
the wicked is as clearly taught in the

The

and our

PES WD
440+

blessing.

sit in

-

MERRY CHRISTMAS.

proportion recommended

i

society,

-

Welaka, Fla.

by the different Boards.
Let us at once
devise liberal things for the year before
us and expect God to pou §us out Agiea)

all,

who makes solitude

tion is indeed home.

can not. do better than’ to bring our offerings te God’s altar and allow them to be

‘are thankful for what it has been able to

wish to visit. There is a marked tendenThis
cy to adw ssion ¢ us in these times.

adieu,

8
kindness of our God changeth
not. I do not

free’

ing obliged to furnish a quarter for admis-

you

‘Whatever other changes occur, theloving

of their being

pense, as of the annoyance one feels in be-

straight

who did so much for the building of the house,
invited us to share in a sumptuous dinner-with
his family where we were made heartily welcome and happy. It was old days over again,
und glad times renewed, and gave us much to
make us feel that the land of our recent adop--

needy, all
deserving
assistance.
Each
one is doing an important work, and ‘we

parions, tae dinthgniny; Sui: The lates

hege so much

smooth,

view of all other hab-

We were not left without the courtesiesof
the day, for the same good man and friend:

the cards

neither a hierarchy nor a creed; the bond
that is to bind together the church of the
future will be neither allegiance to a

its disposal,

their

lToneliest hours his most expressive messenger.

astonish ourselves, ‘bless the world and
honor God by the results of - earnest work
inthis direction. ‘Our societies are all

F.

SOCIETY.

with

trunks shut us in from

begin the next year with a resolute effort
all along the line for a thorough, systemmatic canvass of all our churches and
congregations in behalf of these branch-

We are glad to learn that notwithstanding the ‘pinch of hard times,” about
which we have been talking so long, and
{its inability to answer, all the calls - made

In passing from the tomb to the Mansion, we meet with our first and by no
means

of

thoroughly circulated before the first Sunday in January next, and the subscription
for the new year made up at once? Let

Ld

OCNDUCTED

three

to Him

of * Martha, the consort of Washington.” for help, the Ex. Com, of the Home MisHere the guide takes charge of us,—and by |, sion Society looks, forward with hope
No “doubt it could use to
us, I mean a company
of some
twenty- ‘and courage.
good advantage two or three times the
five or thirty,men, women, and children,—
and shows

in the

Our house

vy. woods, about

believe there is a healthier or pleasanter place,
take it the whole year through, in all the
United States, than ‘this location. .I say this
deliberately and confidently, after having {raveled, more or less, in ‘twenty-five States and

officers of our be-

amounting

and privileges.

inthe

miles from the St. Fineys river, and i do not

to stir about at once and make a vigorous
effort to gather all in before the close of

MISSION WORK.

accessible, the key having been long since
Through the
thrown into the Potomac.

the

societies,

mh

located

to be paid?

different

he must stand alone in that hall,

It is open in front and
tial, appropriate.
protected by a double iron gate, wholly in-

containing

Tn Joeaied

itations, but the solitude was not loneliness,
for our hearts were as -one, and directed

boyhood, a synonym
of all that is great
in war, great in country, great in liberty, or sit in that old arm-chair, the only
throne sought by him when the sword
was sheathed by which he had carved
the way to a nation’s independence and

and then

This
confront the tomb of Washington.
is constructed of brick, as directed in his

ble sarcophagi,

direction

A.

‘We were glad, and I trust acceptably thank- -

gregate to one doliar per member for all
the societies, raised or pledged and sure

stands in the.presence of these few, butsignificant, memorials of the great past of
our country.
To realize it in full, he must

Upon landing we follow a gravabove it.
eled walk, winding up a ravine,
till ye
reach the level above, where we
at once

with stone, simple,

ng.

"EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
these hglls, and traverses these rooms,and |... Until men return to the old view of the

was
and

of the ¢ Old Mansion” through the trees
on a bluff twoC hundred
feet,
or more,
above the water, and the .old flag waving

will, trimmed

the

ning of the year by the

There are two forts of | return after the company has retired,
and
which we pass on the
stand alone in one of those silent halls, or
left, or the Maryland side. At the latter rooms, which once echoed to the tread of
of these, ‘the river takes a sudden turn to | him whose very name was, to his earliest

right.

and school commenced ; and we held our first

esting inf the ‘Sabbath before Thavksgly-

THE APPORTIONMENT.

repose,

a somewhat

I., and Conn., under

gallant Ellsworth.
some pretensions,

the

came to our help, our house was completed, -

Is the apportoinment, made at the begin-

direction.
It would be impossible to convey to the
reader a conception of the intense emotion ag American experiences as he treads

where also is the historic Marshall house,
in which the rebellion drew its first blood,
by a shot into the body of the noble and

Capital, and catch a glimpse

sustain-

Rev. ‘c. B. Peckham, who is now acting
as their agent and arranging the campaign in those States.

one, in which his”
is located

The new

the old tomb.

most

which
he
vestrymen,

vere struggle, which would have
ny, and
at an expense “of over one
lars 10 this one person’ in 1a
‘bor and Qo
Solan and many noble "sterificef by othérs, and some help from friends from abroad, who heard of our situation and nobjy:

at least so far as to, provide entertainment
for them, thus saving a large expense and
helping the school at Harper's Ferry. just
They will soon visit: Mass,,
that much.

spent the closing days of his life, breath-

we speak of the city of Alexandria on our
right, where we catch glimpses of the bek
fry of the old church, in which Washington
worshiped,
and of
chosen as one of its first

After
| Jaenuta

es and people, We hope that wherever they

eharge of

are

river,
a noble stream, except the autumnal
glory of

‘would provide the material, be ‘would ‘sep.it
put together. |

ed themselves with great crédit, and have
been acknowledged to be equal if not superior to any Qther troupe now before the
public. We know them to be ladies and
gentlemen, and commend them to the cordial sympatby and patronage of our church-

the room in which Lady Washington died,

Association,
we

It was thought best to unite the two objects, and bufld a house both for school and’ church
‘Durposes. | The gentleman before referred fo, being a house-builder, proposed,’ if others -

most enormous prices are de: | go our friends will cheerfully assist them,

remitted,

goes to the

this fee is

reputation.

companies they have invariably

the

of | In oe ‘of these, however, perhaps the
and
pleasantest in the house, Washington

cents

experience and a good

pose must be done by vOIRBaEY sulceiption’ .

may be found many . objects of curiosity,
the rooms on and the brethren there and their: many ple came here, it was little else than a wild
rare and even unique. What adds not a pass suzcessively through all
ns mos uviingny
of libraries, two Yriends elsewhere will breathe more free- wilderness in
little to the pleasure and satisfaction in the first floor, consisting
ly when it is done. We hear good reports
visiting these places is, that they are. in.
to | nearly every case free. I do not speak
Is the largest TOM, and bess finished: of of their zeal and good works under the | the forests from one cabin to another was the

“To heathen climes I will repair,
And teach the truth of Jesus there.”
The subject was not a novel one to my |
- fmind, but had been considered and stud- |

A

+

NO. 51 hs

1877.

In the cities and towns where they have
been brought into comparison with other

’

LL

SIGHT-SEXIRG

uable

been

Siprased most. nearly
al
ol
The difficulty attending
fie originals which
approprisied may,
}

+
+
the whole ‘surrounded on all
for Miss Crawford to | J cyp
shrink from standing before a congrega- | but, to my thinking,
All the
tion like this; but the righteousness of put her hand on the head of one of her :sides by a thicket or woods.
scholars and give her her blessing, will buildings bear an old and weather-beaten
any cause emboldens the advocates of that
count inf the line of work that tells.
aspect, neither paint nor chisel being alcause.” Noble words, indeed ; and more
Begging Miss Crawford's pardon and lowed here, save for the necessity of bare
they
that
consider
we
especially so when
using the license of an American news- preservation from decay and ruin. All this
were uttered twenty-seven years ago,
paper man, I venture the assertion that illustrates the single object those now in
when the popular sentiment as to the
she
is fully able to paddle her: own possession ofit have in view—the preservapublic
in
speaking
propriety of woman's
tion of the estate in the condition in which
canoe
for some time to come.
was considerably different from what it
it was left by its original proprietor.
Sida
one
is even to-day. But we must give
We enter the mansion in the rear, and
other extract from this address :
pass at once into the family dining-room.

My friends, I think I'know what I am

have

his last on the bedstead now stauding
preservation and care’ of¢the place. This
ere. Here also is his candle stand, and
brings me to
table, which contained his medicines durA VISIT TO MOUNT VERNON.
ing his last sickness.
Washington’s estate was purchased in
In passing to the floor above, the third
the year 1856, by the above-named Asso- floor,a sort of attic, we should call it, we
ciation, for the sum
of $200,000, some
enter at once into a small, low, inconvenient room, with the roof coming down on
$70,000 of which were received for that
a single
purpose from a “lecture
on the Life of | three sides, and furnished with
Washington,delivered through the States,
small window opening out on the roof at
This is the room Martha Washbetween that period and the breaking out one end.
of the rebellion, by Edward
Everett.
It | ington selected for her brief stay of 18
is located some 15 miles south of the Cap- months, after the General's decease, and
It was chosen because
ital, and is. easily reached by steamers,that
here she died.
run to it daily. There is nothing to at- from its window alone, of all in the
I refer to
|. tract attention, as we steam down the house, could his fomb be seen.

strength. failed her once or twice, yet she

sail for India in about two weeks.”
By consulting the files of the Morning

rooms

The old farniture and relics are bei restoredas fast as possible, and deficlencies supplied by such articles as‘ are

told, when a sum is raised sufficient for the

did heroic service during those dreadful
tree all covered over with such pretty days. In the words of the Report, ‘* Had
things. 1 remember only two of the she not possessed (he courage to work"
presents. One was a fancy shoe filled undauntedly amidst pestilence and death,
- with children presided over by the ‘ old or had she been unable to be among the
woman who livedin a shoe.” This was sick and the dying
there is
hung on the tree fir Miss Crawford.
much reason to apprehend that the work
And the second, a curious toy which baf- of the destroyer would have been far more
fled destruction on my part. I have no fearful.”
need to say that this was not the only time
¢ It is feared that her sympathy for her
that the soft spot was touched by this scholars, and her arduous labors for their
kindly missionary.
welfare, are more than she can long enIn looking over the Reports of -the F. dure.” This in the Report for 1855.
B. F. M. Society, to-day, I find this senWe quote again. from the Report four
tence near the close of the 16th annual Re- years later:
#,
port, presented in 1849 : ** The Committee
Balasore has been the principal field of
have voted to send out a female teacher her labor, where she has enjoyed the soas soon as a, suitable opportunity offers ciety of Christian associates, yet she has
for her to go. The interests of the Mission spent months ‘at the Christian village,
seem lo require this, and it is hoped the with none but heathen and the converts
within thirty miles, and there in her isefriends of the cause will afford the means lated position she has watched by the
support.”
of furnisbdng her outfit and
side of the sickand. the dying, and there
The following year's Report, says: *‘In at midnight, nde ravings of delirium,
accordance with a vote named at the close when the hearts of men failed, and they
of last year’s Report, sister Lovina Craw- rushed appalled from the presence of
death, she remained firm at her post.
. ford, of Western New York, has been
But I might go on quoting, furnishing
accepted by your Commiitee as: a mis-

a

the most

explain everything — twenty-five

the next morning. Before four o'clock
the next afiernoon another had died, and
two others were thought to be near death.
The complaint raged but a short time, all
the deaths occurring in the space of three
days. About two-thirds of those
who
were attacked recovered. Though bodily

expected,

of

presented by
preserved in a glass case,

statements, is just where such an .éxcep- have found it- impossible to secure the
I | Bible used by her at an expense of less
tion ought the very last to he found.
refer to the estate and tomb of Washingthan $20,000,
We pass to {he second floor by way of a
ton.
But even here the ¢ Mgunt Vernon
Ladies’ Association,” which has them in | flight of stairs, ascending from the hall.
charge, has made the most considerate Those stairs have a turn, half way up, are
You go narrow, with a slender plain railing ; indeed,
arrangement the case admits of.
on board the Steamer Arrow, at the foot
in all respects they resemble’ the back
of 7th street, pay your dollar, and this instairs of "any common New England resisures you a pleasant passage down the dence. © The apartments on this floor were
Potomac, and access to all parts of the generally used as bed rooms, for the famiestate, together with a guide to show and ly and gtiests, and need no description.

in a few hours, and both of them died early

"About all I can remember of it is that its
magnificence just dazzled me,—to see the

Lord, but

19,

Vermont aiid Canada, dna has, of course,
had a varied experience. In the main,
however, they have been successful, for,
besides paying - all their expenses, they
have sent to the treasurer of Storer College nearly a thousand dollars toward the
building fund. Meanwhile, they have been
gaining two needful things, namely, vals

Bastile,

different States, to be furnished and

dom of proprietors.
For nearly
them belong to the Government. And this

in the afternoon, another was taken down

Thoughts of Christmas touch a soft spot
in my heart, a spot that good Miss Crawford, of India, has the secret of touching.
The most notable Christmas that I have
thus far seen was certainly the one on
"which Miss Crawford took me to a party
at the house of genial Mr. and Mrs. Bond,
one of the English families in Balasore.

12, 1850,

open everywhere in

itors, but with the independence and

leaving

is

French

ayette, and
g to the wall. The

ing manner, and you enter and stay, with
none of the hesitancy of strangers and vis-

so that I may be ready to leave the

In the Report for 1853, there

E. A. 8.

Star, I find that on May

old

You find the gates and

places of interest.

shores,

Though

speci-

id the different rooms, and the key

through a smoked

lington hights, and halfa score of other |

count of the rapi.y fatal character of
cholera which visiled the school over
which Miss Crawford had charge. Both
the male missionaries were away from

pe

sionary teacher, and will, it is

chair, and an old clock are leading

the

far.

‘shall in all. probability never return;”
yet she can not forget the downtrodden
whom she leives behind. Her heart is
not confined to her chosen field of labor:
“Should my life be spared, I hope soon
to hear that some of the wicked laws of
this land are abolished. [The fugitive slave
law
was greatly agitated just at that
time.] I should blush to tell the heathen
that [ came from a land of slave-holders
and slave-catchers.”

A MISSIONARY TEACHER.
BY

India’s

sight

Niagara,

of the former, may be. mentioned
say it isn’t so,’ mens.
‘men of greed, | Washington's clothes, sword and blunderpossible, fence buss, trunk, Compass, and spy-glass, toand paintings, which
and extort from gether with My

lence, art-galleries, libraries, the observaArtory, patent office, soldiers’ home,

her native land whither, as she writes,she

— Christopher P. Cranch,

re

reach

world at ary moment.”

sought.
Thou! first of all our bards, hast rung the
chime
Of souls, with zeal against a nation’s crim e.
Thy fire, intense yet soft, from heaven was
caught,
too, the dear neglected chords hast
Thou,
wooed”
Of plain New England life, and earned a fame
From whose wide light thy modest nature
. shrinks.
Long shall the land revere and love thy name;
Long find among thy songs the golden links
Thut bind the world in peace and brother-

hood!

should

as

and address you from that dark land, 1 is America, where the Government belongs
would now be silent. ‘The uncertainty of’ to the people.
life admonishes me to have my work
The only exception to these general

unp-

offering, though

I bring my

DECEMBER

in most casés assigned to the ladies of the

the earth as *a missionary teacher.”
She must do her duty every day. She
wrote to her Western friends on the day
before her departure for Calcutta, ‘Were

19, ri.

Translator of Virgil]

[A Tribute from the

CHICAGO,

You visit, at leisure, and as often as you
wish, museums of rare extent and excel-

wao go forth to the uttermost part of

=

DECEMBER

‘WEDNESDAY,

AND

glass, ¢¢ children half price.” But Washington holds out well in this respect.

.| farewell to one of their own number,who

Star, -

Homa

of his

us a quarter

Spirit had taughtto speak. I repeat to
myself, that such were some. of the words
spoken to a house full of people who had
gathered from surrounding towns to bid

Terms : $3.00 per year; if paid strictly
IN ADVANCE $3.80; See the 8th page of

wonders

Yosemite, &c. But they
now.
Indeed, there are
who would, if that were
off the very sun in eclipse,

words. 1can simply bow my head in
reverence and listen to one whom the

To whom all letters on business, remittancesof mon7 All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor.

such

never ask-

expect a flowery path, I have

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment.

The

STAR. “BOSTON

while we may. So.in-our homes and in our
Sunday-schools we wih garland the evergreen,.
and wreatue the flywers,and hang the banners,

Forever, shriveled be South beart that, under

| its tough rind of cynicism, feels no gladness
the children’s joy.
a

school-house, so what Yo done for that pur

at

Christmas bells! hear them hime. “ Trust
ye in the Lord forever, for in te
Lord Jeho=
vah is everlasting ‘sirength”

—————

STAR.
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:

Indianapo-

cussion,

fact

of such

study is to be taken for granted.

even

though

the

It was

last Sunday, or whether

the

teacher

is a

competent one?”
“No; I do not know.”
So, thousands

neglect

home

training,

I remember the story of an English
beadle whose minister had exchanged:
“Well, John, how did you like the stranger?”

“Your

Riverence,

I did

na

like

IS IT MYSTERIOUS ?

It may occur to some warm hearts that
because the members of -this first Lesson
Committee have
been so faithful and
efficient in the service assigned to them,
the Committee as a whole ought to be
a

————gontinued

—irexistence;

work

of preparing

sons.

But a moment’s

aloof from

the

some

a new series of les-

reflection

movement,

members

of

will

which

have

with

heartiness.

And

the

committee

who

were appointed because of their residence
OT

:
COTOTTUoHo

7%
WIL

Logl
TTpLTstiidallyt

headies
Uuuits

no longer stand in the relations to the
work and the field which they held at that
time. It would be eminently unfair toward the great body of Sunday-school
workers who have come into this move-

. ment

schools,

and

as much

for

adults as for children.
The mission-schobl is the church going
after strangers. It goes out and brings
them in reach of its home, pulpit and
school. The command is, ‘to teach the
truth to the stranger that is within thy
gates.” A painler said: “I paint for
eternity.” So do we; and we paint upon

canvas that will. never perish, and in
—mrd-set-to- the" | colors that will never fade. "Wé must

show the unwisdom of such a suggestion.
When that Committee was appointed,
there were large portions of our country
quite unrepresented in the convention
which designated it ; and there were entire
denominations of Christians then standing
since joined in it

are spiritual

within the past five years, to ask

thirst after “higher things. If properly
drilied in character, through the truth,
the next generation.
will be better than
this. Attempt great things for God, and
expect great things from him.— Vincent.
How

To PREPARE

necessary

tools are,

THE

LEssoN.

The

first of all, a Bible.

It may be large, fine and costly, or small:
and cheap ; there is no difference,

except

in comfort ip using ; if possible, let yours

be a Reference Bible.
Next, the lesson
paper or question
book used by your
school, -and last .of all, a ‘pencil and

paper; or a state: Phere are other foots
that are very handy, such as a Dictionary,
a Bible Dictionary, and a Commentary,
but if you have the three already mentioned, and

will give as mach time to this

lesson as to one in Geography or Arithmetic—say one hour —you

successfully.

BY

REY, GEO. 8. RICKER.

duced by a film

Ihave recently renewed along neglected correspondence with an old friend.

Let us

He is not a professed follower

of Christ,

“The wholething appears so mysterious
and incomprehensible to me, that on approaching

it, am lost in amazement, and

left wholly unable to forman opinion. Although not a believer in the doctrine of
universal salvation, I sometimes indulge
the hope that it may be a miracle within

which have never, as’ yet, “been

of any

practical benefit either ‘to mysell or
others.”
I know that my friend will pardon this
free use of his own words; for while I
propose to answer his doubts more specifically privately, it has seemed to me
that a more public discussion of one or

see

now.

If your

There

was no thought of

Committee,

These

are the directions for study ; they are very
simple, but are surely worth your trial:
1. Read the lesson carefully, noting
with your pencil words, phrases, or allusions that you do not understand, about
which your lesson paper will inform you,
(if it is-good for anything).
2. Ask whether the lesson tells a fact
in history,

an event in some one’s life, or

is from a sermon, an address, or a poem.
3. According to your answers to this,
the next step will be, ifa fact of history,
to find out the connection, what went before and occasioned this event, when and
where it took place, who the actors were
and what their deeds.
Ifa speech, sermon, or poem, its author and occasion,

with the truth it states.
4. With pencil in hand, make an analysis of the lesson.

That

is,

put dows

in

order every fact ; then combine, until you
mith a life tenure, to direct the studies of have all the facts under as {ew heads or
5
~rkbe Bunday-schools of the world. Sacha | thlesas possible:
5. Then ask, what teaching there is
plan. could never have been carried at
about God, what duty is declared.
I Indianapolis. It will
not be seriously
6. Consult your references, to see
wurged at Atlanta, The, members of the where else the same truth is taught.
7. Test yourself by the questions of
i. Lesson’ Committee will, we are confident,
paper.
i
be as prompt as all other sensible persons your les
This is ‘Dot the only way to study the
© toseout it ulterly.

ee

+ When the Sunday-school workers from
all portions of the.United Staies and

lesson. I am not sure that it 1s the pest,but
it is the method within the ability of every

boy and girl who reads this letter. Try
it for next Sunday, with a prayer for the
the church of’ Christ, come together at. dear Master's help and blessing, and I
am sure it will make “our class” much
Atlanta, the question will fairly confront more pleasant and successful.
SR
them. What shall be our plan of united
Bible study after 1879, and who shall arBiograpHY. Festus was appointed by
range the details of that plan ? In response Nero,to succeed Felix. He was altogether
to this, question they will undoubtedly a better man than his predecessor. He
very energetically cleared Judea of the
designate a new and eompetent representative Lesson Committee,—choosing for a robbers and assassins who infested it. He

«Canada, and from the various branches of

i
+
\

he haze and
elear-the-hazea BG

resolve
TESOve

place on it men who

were on the first

Lesson Committee or those who were
not, as seems best to them,—and instruct
. its members for its specific service. And
thus a new

series

of

Bible

lessons

for

* Sunday-schools everywhere will be put
rin preparation. Meanwhile the thoughtv ful and earnest Bible students of our land
«will have the subject. prayerfully before
+ their minds, that they may be prepared
«to make wise suggestions in the line of a

plan of Bible study, when the whole subject is under intelligent discussion at

Atlanta.

‘WHAT

"| seems

to

magistrate,

have

Is A

SUNDAY-SCHOOL.

A superintendent said

to me:

The

“Come

‘round, and we will show you singing
‘that. will take the roof off.” “Thatis not
“the.place to drill in singing. The Sun+8chool. is not a secial meeting-place,

a just

and

active

took up

the case of Paul, instead of letting it drag

results.

Along

That

it are

To follow them
amazement,”

way

false

leads

no

is to become
and

*¢ wholly

are not so far along to-day

yesterday.

whither.

lights,—i)nes fatui.

¢ lost in
unable

to

are

Agrippa here spoken of was Herod
Agrippa II. He was only seyenteen when
his father, Herod Agrippa I., died. In‘A:

although

you may not comprehend all the doctrines

ago: ‘‘ One'thing I know,
I was blind, now I see!”
——

TH

that,

whence

ROOT OF THE MATTER.
_BY REV. J. PHILLIPS.

So thought T, yesterday,

as I read

not ®ll

and

with

Christ

Christ

in

in God.

life

hid

Possessing

the

mind of Christ, ‘who being iu the

form

of God, thought it not robbery to be equal
with God, but made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a
servant and was made in the likeness of
men, and being found in fashion as a man,
he humbled himself, and became obedient

unto death, even the death of the cross.”
How is it possible for the followers of
sach a leader to cherish low, narrogminded, contracted, selfish views? Surely

the highest, holiest, noblest emotions of
the renéwed heart lead their possessor to
be self-forgetful and to seek the good of
others; in other words, to identify himself with him who pleased not himself,
who came

not to be ministered

unto,

but

is it possible forus
ship

in

the

to

things

mainlain

appropriating

to

our

‘“ ye have

nation.
robbed

robbed

me,

even

viz.

mammon

of

failure or insurance-defalcation or any
other calamity, can ever cause a depreci-

Isit*not strange

that men

politics, or any secular matter?
A friend of mine became interested in
a kpitting machine.
He believed in if,
put his money into it, gave his time to it:

couldnt see through

to the end; he can not now; bunt he touk
one step at a time and so got light to

take another and another, by and by, if

ation

of

the

heavenly

deposits.

villages.

way.

Indeed we set forth’ in

but the way lit upas we

darkness

journeyed

on;

we do not doubt that by and'by the shining gates of pearl will swiliz backward
and we shall stand radiant in the presence
of the ineffable glory !

there,

in the

seventieth

year of his age.—Bernice, was the sister
of Agrippa just mentioned; had been
married to her uncle, the king of Chalcis,
and, after his death, has been living

her brother.

Subsequently

with

she became

the wife of Ptolemon, king of Cilicia, but

this marriage was ‘soon dissolved, and
finally, she became the mistress 6f Vespasian and Titus,— Scholar's Weekly.
il

standing clearly defined and understood ;

our

political

rights

intelligently

anq

promptly exercised,~all these will make
a manhood, indeed, but little lower than
the angels.”

But

edge,

gifts of different

faith,

REV.

me.

wanted

among

association, - with

those

who

Woald it cool
they

in the nomination of candipray, who is to blame? You
caucus rules everything.”
pray who rules the caucus?
you

say

Then

be a poli-

seems to be
the caucus,

In the primary mectings, presidents
governors are made, And it is here,
all the strength of Christian purpose
influence is needed.
It will do you

remember, that knowl.
kinds,

are

JOSHUA TUCKER.

harm

to associate

with

your

Are

Paul possessed, when he declared, *¢ For
I know whom I have believed, and am

im Epirit,
Fo tim experimentsow

religion was a verity. He did not doubt
the power of the gospel to regenerate,

and save men. Of it he was not ashamed,
and by

it he was enabled to meet the last

great change, with holy resiguation, and
strong faith in Christ.

. Bro. T. lived in the H. Quarterly Meeling, to see the ministers that were In it
when he entered it, all pass away by
death or removal, except the writer and
Bro. J. Coffin, whose ordination sermon
he preached more than

thirty

years

the estéem in which he was

who

knew

him.

May

held bv those

his mantle

fall

upon another, the victory of his faith
cheer us in the work of saving souls, be
a comfort to the aged and feeble widow,

fellowmen,

E.B.

persuaded that he is able to keep that
which I have
committed unto
him,
against that day?”
Then why are we
afraid to trust God with our money, when | member bat as a working earnest Chriswe profess to have given him our hearts ? tian citizen. You have the same right as

ago.

The subject used by the, writer at the
funeral of Bro, T. was 2 Tim. 4:6. The
number in attendance gave evidence of

bereft, in faithfulness to the father's

and it may do them much good. You may
not like ¢‘ partly caucuses,” wellthen go
to work wisely to get sometl.ing better. It
has always béen so that the political
machinery has been run by party power,
I have no doubt that immense political
good would result, if every Christian
minister and every Christian man, would
attend the caucus. Not only asa voting

United States Bonds,or the Bond of England equal in value to the security St.

Ceariest

and
that
and
no

starving condition, ye bad the light, but pose, generally defeat the lesser good.
ye-concealed it, under your own’ love of They never fail to draw to their support,

ease and pleasure ; ye had

the bread

life, but ye spared to supply us;

men of good purpose, and those who
might greatly aid in defeating the real

of

in order

and

encourage

SIE

the

sons

and

SENEEARES
IY 1 GSR

daughters
God.

TF.

SE

JESUS THE LIGHT GIVER.
Among the other good things said by
Dr. Cuyler on this subject in the Independent, is the following :

It is also the office of light to quicken.
The ivy that is placed in the depths of

a dark cellar turns pale and dies. But let
a ray of sunlight stream in upon it, and
the ivy will at once feel a new life shoot
through its fiber and will clamber toward

mission of evil in the popular current.

he has leaned, as lovingly as Joby, upon’

he shall know of the doctrine!”

~~

My friend refers to the familiar saying,

¢¢ take the will for the deed!”

Let me

the last great day?

political matters,while he may indulge in

short

a Ftle self-glorification, whust aceept the

Cheerful old Paul gives the sestet of big

Yes, more awful stil}

to hear from the lips of our final Judge,
¢« wicked and slotbful servant—depart ye
cursed—cast ye the unprofitable servant
into ‘outer darkness.” How does all this
contrast with the * wall done, good and
faithfh) servant—enter thou into the joy

boasts

that

he

intends to

due, when if is in the power of

out

fact tha his action. and vote are thrown
to the witid. And our elective franchise
is too precio a gift to be thus squandered.

tions.

hand

ein

i

as that, to a bit of the prodigal’s

said, in these circumstances, ties

SB

a Dutch

td

mariher; who

frequently

it is

up

then,

your

political rela-

to

act

intelligently.

ing

injunction

sunshine

to live in the qtricken~

of Christ’s- countenance.

growth, his strength, and his joy wh ‘he
says: “It is not Lit it is Christ thu® liveth’
in me.” He exhorts. his brethren, wh’

sometime were in Jarkness and now were’,

Don't wait for things to come round. If light in the Lord, to walk as children of
them could grow
it is you are the man yqu eight to be,you will | the light. “Not one of

to do'ib! Jt is not a hard Master that we
burden
serve. His yoke is : easy and his
light.
Midnapoor, Oct. 15. -

Study,

Endeavor

But the gist of every sound’ serhon or
essay might be condensed imto' thé single

not

Prosperity too often has the same effect on a Christian that a calm sea has on

The prodigal says,
‘I will arise and
go to my father.” A little farther on we

struct God's people how to’ growib grace.

The man who

refer him, and others who may be resting
in a sort of painful luxuriousness upon
any such false and puerile sentimentalism

history :

receive the welcome absurance: * Go.
thy way. Thy sins até forgiven thee.”
Many a sermon has been’ preached, and.
many a treatise has been’ written to in-

to serve yourselves ! On you siust rest the
guilt of our ruin!”
Can anything be

But every one has hitherte begtin asa’ ‘more awful than such a charge ag this, in vote and act independently of party, in

troubles you by night—the voice of God
After the fallof in the soul! “If any may will do his will,
with his

man, dj-

moral activities; our social

others there. Show the world how a Chris- the open window.
Sunlight is as essenhe is successful, you will wear the pro- ‘Why, when he comes and claims his own,
tian can’ work at a eadcus. You are not tial to vegetation as warmth or water.
ducts of his industry upon your feet. do we instinctively withhold ? What was
That is the way we got the sewing-ma- the sin of Ananias and Sapphira, but the under the slightest obfigation to use the And the manifest reason why so many
machinery of the unscru- Christians are
stunted ‘is that they
chine, the steam-engine, the telegraph, falsifying their profession? the withhold- means and
pulous.
But
you
can. work with a great- attempt to live in the dark cellar of unthe telephone.
One step at a time, taken ing of a part of what they bad avowed
er force to get good men nommated.
If belief. They grope away from his bright,
in obedience to the inuer voice of genius, | by dedicated
to a sacred use, and then 1 yyou
fail,
try
again.
In
this
manner,
the
| warm countenance into the damp darking
about
it
?
And
whatess
than
this,do
has brought us at length to this day of
caucus even, could be greatly pii¥ified. ness of their own gloomy thotights and
marvelous material and intellectual de- we, when we solemnly take upon ourselves
It is better, as a rule, to work through
fears, and into their own self-reliances,
velopment.
One step at a time, taken the vows of God, consecrating our all,
existing organizations, than to endeavor limstead of dwelling under Christ's ““ open
«
pocket-book,”
no
less
than
heart
to
in obedience to the inner voice of conto form new ones,
face.” Heis the light of life,’ His spirscience —the voice of God in the soul— God, and his service, and then straight
Itis
when
the
true
leaven
is
thrown
it {rpiacts life; bis fellowship kindles joy.
will lead us at length to the hills where- way go,and serve ourselves just the same,
into
the
mass,
that
the
real
work
of
puhis promises bestow comfort, his approv:
on the glory of God falls so brightly, as though no such vows had been made?
smile ¢oiild make John Bunya sing
rification
begins.
This
is
the
philosophy
ing
And
will
not
he
who
punished
Ananithat the soul becomes luminous into *‘the
light that never was on’ land or sea.” as and Sapphira require this at our hands? of the Bible. The ‘side issues” and in a prised’ cell And even when we
” in favor of -* positive prohibi- have sinned, if we would but bring our.
Some of us have trod those shining hills God i8 no respecter of persons | Will not “ splits
into rapturous joy; yet we ¢ould not see | the heathen rise up in the judgement apd tion,” and kindred questions of reform, hearts with Bowest cofitrition;, imto thé
them afar when we first set out upon the | condemn us? * Ye kilew our blind and while they do not accomplish their pur- light of , Christ's countenatice, we might

him the cities of Tiberias und Tarichpes,
in Galilee, and Julias, & city of Persea,

Jetusalem, he retired to Rome

are

¢ caucus is king,” and such
the case, then look out for

them-

were

suit

tician, and be a sovereign. I think grumblers over ‘poor nominations” should
exercise their entire right as citizens,
If

*‘ ye are

unrighteousness,—of laying up for

you

« Politicians,”

whole

to

brother,

bad no voice
dates.. And
say, ‘‘the
Granted, but

use

of making

candidates

vote or vote very reluctantly, because

cursed
with a curse.”
On the other
hand, consider
the privilege allowed all

the children of God,

our

“I don’t think I shall
the

your zeal to witness the imperative necessity of reform? Thousands refuse to

But ye say, wherein have we
thee? In tithes and offerings?”

And what is the consequence?

of

indulge in wicked habits?

robbery?

this

none

legitimate

True,

own

what belongs expressly to him,

of interest.

vote,

these. associations. Would it cripple
your infegrity of character, to mingle in

thieves and robbers may have and hold
large possessions, but their claim is not
such as could be sanctioned by any rightious tribunal. And is not a breach of
trust counted robbery ? Does not God regard the

sort

good

owner-

we possess?

Indeed, to

recting

They are all men of improper purpose
Rev. Joshua Tucker, died in Lincoln,
and principle. Sol think'I will rot as- Vt., Aug. 6, aged 77 years. He was sist in elevating them (to office.” Bat converted in 1829, baptized by Eld. Stesome of them will be elected. And phen Leavitt, and united with the F. Baphave you no choice in regard tothe prin- tist church in Washington, Vt., and soon
ciples they represent? You are not elect- after commenced in the work of the mining men to positions in the church. You istry. He was ordained in Williamstown,
are not voting for a pastor, you are elect- in 1835, by a council consisting of Steing men to carry out the will of the peo- phen Leavitt, Ophir Shipman, and Thomple, to guard and guarantee the inter- as Moxley, and was chosen Pastor of
ests of the body politic. You are to do the F. B. charch in that place, which has
the very best you can in view of all cir- been very much strengthened, and built
cumsiances. It is the duty of every Chris- up by his labors. He heid the pastoral
tian man to know the history of his coun- care of this church most pt the time for
try, and the fundamental law upon which ten years during which time more than.
its institutions and organizations are bas- filty were added to its membership. Since
ed. Paul was stronger and more success- 1845, he has lived and labored most of the
ful in the fiery conflicts through which time within the limits of the Huntington
he passed, from having been *‘ brought Q. M;, holding the pastoral care of the
up at the feet of Gamaliel.” His knowl- Starksboro’, and “other churches’ His
edge of the law and of citizenship, gave gift was adapted to evangelistic labor,
him great advantage. ‘A very zealous and he was successful in winning souls
concern for the welfare of the country is to Christ.
He gave his last public exhorin perfect keeping with the most substan: tation at the June session of the Hunlingtial style of Christian character. *! But ington Quarterly Meeting, held at Linyou are called to mingle so much wicked coln. Though he had long been feeble
and bad associations. It is repulsive to in body, he was strong in the faith, and

unto the Lord; whether therefore we live
or die, we are the Lord's.” If then, we are
allowed no ownership in ourselves, how

as they

will not exercise as much common sense
in religious matters as in business, or

but for all that he

himself; for whether we live, we live unto the Lord, or whetherwe die, we die

the King,” is

be a politician in the true sense, is to give’ and life giving power of love. Aad love
proportion and fullness to Christian char- will starve to death on philosophy; it
laughs at your cold, calculating processes
acter.
** Politics” implies the substantial and ultimate good of the country. of reasoning. It is greater than * faith"
And what Christian heart does not sym- or “hope.” And when this permeates the
pathize with this sentiment? But with intelligent Christian character, the world
what apparent indifference some Chris- feels and admits its power. Sach chartian people exercise the highest right of acter is steady, reliable und of certain
citizenship. They vote when the weath- inestima®le value, and current for: gloer is fair. They study politics with no ry in both worlds.

in all, over

you,

MAN.

deadjand inoperative without the warming

merely asa duty, but as the greatest
privilege and as the highest type of Christian character.

POLITICAL

and honor

will

zen should be a politician.

and detached from the interests of Christs’

Christ

BARKER.

Christian character which

stand firm and sure, defying’ every form
of desolation and decay. Proper care for
the physical, an inteRigent concern for js
highest development and welfare; a jusy
appreciation of the importance of inte].
lectual growth and the right apphoeation
of the power of intellectual forces ; correct
knowledge of the great Being, whose we
are and whom we are bound to serve, giving proper direction to our religious emotions ; a true and just sense of our obliga.
tions and relations to our fellow

kingdom, and the experience of more than
half a century, in the Christian warfare,
more than satisfies me that such is the
correct theory of Christian life.
All for
Christ,

THE

form®

the direct instruction of inspiration, God
first and our country second, this seems
to be the order of the Christian's duty.
To ‘“honor the king,” is to be obedient
and law-abiding citizens. Tt isto be loyal to country as well as faithful to God.
It means more than this. It implies that
‘we have imperative political obligations.
It is not only our duty to obey the laws of
the lad, but we are to exercise our privleges as citizens.
In our country, it isas much our duty
to aid in making the laws, as to obey
those already made. - The Christian citi-

the Star of Sept. 5th, Bro, Penney’s. article headed, ¢ Who owns the property ?”
And so had I felt in the days of my first
love, viz., that I had no interests separate

dom of Chaleis, but in five years, took it mystery on the hither or yonder side of
away from him, giving him, instead, the the pearly gates! That word is obedience,
tetrarchies of Philip
and Lysanias, with will you obey the inward voice— the of thy Lord.”
God grant we may
the title of king.
In A. D. 55, Nero
gave voice that pleads with you by day -and ‘withhiold good from thém to whom

with fourteen

in

selves treasures in heaven,where no bank-

D. 48, Claudius gave him the small king-

than two years, and died

He ruled less

your own

Then,

BY J. W.
OF

they

the Masters’ bosom. - One single word-=
transmuted into life—will unlock every

done.

pool and return seeing.

A

“Fear God

And

in Judea.—The

along as Felix had

growing over

fhemselves friends with the

who

little child; he has long sat as a patient
learner at the feet of Christ; by amd by

sister, and died

- Senday-school is not a singing-school,

been

for he ¢mmediately

all
an

doubts before taking a step is false and
futile. That method is productive of no

making usé of this method.

making a permanent Lesson

»

attempts-to

with the time, tools, or

methods.

this,

suggestions, I beg you to go away believing that the idea of the sermon is nota
complicated, but a very simple thing.”
In like manuer, I would say with regard
to the Christian life; after all that may
be said of the temptations ard trials by
the way, as well as of the hindrances gnd
perplexities at the very entratce upon the
way, let no one form in his mind any other idea of the Christian life than that it is
a very simple thing to follow Christ,
The method of approach whereby one

committee on which they are unrepresent-

period of time.

reads

of the Ide&of the Sermon, says: * And
yet, in kpite of all these definitions and”

remind them that iv is for you,the scholar,
only ; that no teacher ought to be content

from their

teacher

“

to minister and to. give his life a ransom
of livinga pure, sweet, exalted Christian
for others, in distress.
The difficalties, if difficulties there |. That the views propounded
life.
by Bro.
are, are all in the mind before the life is Penney in the article alluded to above
begun ; when one begins to live, the dif- are in full accord with New Testament
ficulties vanish in thin air like the ghost doctrine, noue can successfully deny, * ye
of Creusa.
are not your own,” and “ none of us livPhillips Brooks, concluding his lecture eth unto himself, and no man . dieth unto

form an opinion.”
And yet we all find scores

constituents should name a committee to
do a simple and specified service of outlining a series of Bible studies for a given

or

yet

days since, he writes to me, speaking of —all the mysteries of the word,—you can,
at least, witness with one who spuke long
his own religious convictions:

father

‘school work in America, fresh

mother

never

eyes. Ifyou will obey Christ, as did one
of old, you may go, wash in Siloam’s

although considerably interested in religious things. In a letter received a few

that they should commit all the planning
of a new course of Bible lessons to a
ed and in the naming of which they were
given no voice.
Moreover, even if there were no such
objection as this, or if this objection
« could be met by enlerging the numbers of
“the Lesson Commitee, it would still be
runwise to continue the commiltee asa
“whole beyond the period of its original
appointment.
The primary idea of this
International Lesson plan was, that the
.assembled representatives of the Sunday-

or

can prepare it very

that has

oneself or to others I”
Believe me, my serious, ¢andid reader,
the baze is not along the way; it is pro-

voted at Indianapolis that a committee of the stranger.
He was over simple. I
five clergymen and 1ive laymen be ap- like a minister that bejumbles the judgepointed *‘to select a course of Bible Les- ment and confounds the sense; and, believe me, your Riverence, very few goes
sons for a series of years not exceeding beyond yourself for that.”
‘seven, which shall, as far as they may deIf a child can carry away one golden two things involved in the above quotacide possible, embrace a general study of link of illustration in a sermon, it may do tion might not be amiss.
the whole Bible.” Such a Lesson Com- him as much good as the whole will do
Is the religious life mysterious, incomSunmittee was appointed.
Its members have older people. Old people need the
day-school as much’ as children.
The prehensible? Is there not confusion of
thus far done their work admirably well. Christian must grow in grace, and in the thought just here ? We want clear ideas
In spite of errors and omissions which are knowledge of the Lord JesusChrist. We on religious questions as well as on scipictures of the old
inseparable from fallibility,
they have have all seen the
entific topics. I am willing to grant, that
shown as much of wisdom and fidelity in Bible, the old spectacles on top of it, many Biblical doctrines are incomprehencaiefully laid on the table, lest it should
the discharge of their delicate and impor- fall apart. Ictells the whole story. The sible to finite minds; but is it not necestant mission as they have of patience and fingers are cold, the eyes are dark ; but as sary to distinguish between the life and
good-nature in meeting the many criti- long as the eyes could see or the fingers the doctrine? It is true that the quality of
«cisms to which their course was inevitably hold anything, the Bible was the delight the life will depend very much upon the"
of the old saint.
subjected. Before the Atlanta Convention
A Sunday-school where the scholars doctripes held and advocated; that the
assembles this Committee will have fully learn only the geography ofthe Bible, the doctrines believed will depend very much
completed its work.
The question then rivers, sea,and countries, the chronology, upon the life which the believer lives.
naturally recurs, What shall be done next? five reasons for this and five reasous for But I am not willing to admit* that there
that, is a failure. There must be heart in
With the demand for a new series of Bible the truths that aretanght. Sunday-schools is anything incomprehensible in the way
lessons existing, wha shall select those
lessons, and according to what outline
plan ?

RELIGION V8. EDUCATION.
Vill

‘“ been of any practical benefit either to

because the Sunday-school is going to
look after their children. We really need “the scope of Providence, that my sins
as strict. family training as if there were may at last be forgiven.
Semetimes I
no Sunday-school. I believe children think it barely possible that the Master
ought to be brought up to go to church
and hear preaching, and be able to say: will—to use a familiar expression—take
“That's my minister.” They understand the will for the deed, and give me credit
a great deal more than we give them for good motives, wishes and thoughts,
credit for,

his

or =
er

At

a ‘will

to

translated

dR

upon, not to be debated.

lis, in 1872, the great question was, Shall
we have a common series of Bible lessons in all our Sunday-schools? That
question was then and there séttled. “Its
decision has been practically approved by
the voice of the Christian world.
It
would be as unwise to re-open it for new
discussion at Atlanta as to discuss anew
the desirableness of the Sunday-school
syste itself.
But the plan’ of further
united Bible study is fairly open for dis-

into deed is

not

—

‘Georgia, April 17—19,1878. Speaking of on religious subjects at home?”
“No; they go to Sabbath-school.”
its work, the Sunday-school Times says:
“Do you have family prayer?”
«My father used 10 have it, and I did
The great theme of the Atlanta Convention—that which will give pre-emi- for a while Sundays; but lately I have got
nent importance to its deliberations and out of the way of it.”
“Do your children go to church? ”
decisions—is the discussion of a plan of
“No; I think they are too young.”
ited Bible study to follow the current
“Are you
bringing them up like
series of International Lessons.
The de- pagans?”
“Oh! no; they go to Sunday-school.”
sirableness of such a plan is no longer
“Who is their teacher?”
in question. Union in Bible studyisa
“I don’t know!”
:
fact,—a factto be recognized and acted
“Do you know what the lesson was

The will that is

came

GATTO

Atlanta,

at

held

father.”

4

and

the

rudder, gets drunk, and goes to sléep.—
Bishop Thorne.

|

aid in bringing they round. It is no
excuse that the world is so bad and you
must hold yourself aledf from it. It
needs your strength and influence everywhere. Act like an intelligent Christian
-citizen, and not like a Christian’ fanatic.
| Thus you will gain respect and‘influence,
| which will do iinmense good...
Building with care and great diligence,
building with earnest. and
prayerful
study,as a * wise master builder,” yow-will

while in the dungeon of unbelief and es-

trangement from Christ.

A buman being who has lived without
God, and without self-improvement, can
no more enjoy heaven thaw a moldering

body,

lifted! from the tomb, and placed

amidst benutiful prospects,

ean enjoy the

light, through ils decayed eyes,or feel the
balmy air which blgws away
Channing.

.

Ws dust =

Ctrl

be

to

is

Convention

Communications,

‘“ And he arose,

cw ET

AFTER THESE LESSONS—WHAT ?.
The next International Sunday-school

read,

3

S. 8. Department,

nor a lyceum, nor a place for exhibitions;
nor is it merely for litle people. The
Sunday-school 1s not a substitute for
family training.
:
The following conversation shows what
is too much the present practice:
“Do you instruct your children much

2
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who,

without ale, and gin, and cider,

having

AT THE LAST,

restrain

There must be something after all this woe,
A sweet fruition from the harrowed past;
Rest some day for this pacing to und fro;

Yorkshire laborers who for years together,
never taste ale,

bast
a pardon

suited

to all,

sent

to

all,

designated for all. Thou hast enjoyed:it
thyself; but bast thou not kept it back
from thy brother, instead of sending it to

the ends of the

So cheer up, heart, and for that morrow wait!
toward the

earth ? "—Hugh

Stowell.

NO EXAGGERATION.

dream ;
Let fancy guide dull effort through the gate,
And fogs the current, would she cross the
stream,

Upon this proposition, then, I take it,
we all stand agreed :—that man not only

Then when

that he bas it also by a divine implanting.

that something

Way =
Ooming unsought

has within him the instinct of (re edom, but

lies athwart the

i

is not

liberty

The impulse of personal

HA
to

|

THE QUEEN AND

STAR

as

good

things

seem

nnd

leaf was on all itstrees,

its

gotten whence they sprang, and into
whose presence the course of their desti-

flowers were

faded, and its lights burned low.
The
man begun to look about him; upward
and

downward,

within,

around,

ny shall ultimately
H, Murray.

things

looked as he did not like to see them;
became thougbtfal, and the more

be
he

H.

GIVING WITHOUT MONEY.

you all think? I knew some men
dare not. .If they were set to think

two hours about their own condition, they
would almost as soon be flogged.
Well,
that is how it came about.
The man con-

thing to give

in

this

world;

neither

do

large gifts necessarily contribute more to
the happiness of the receiver than small
sidered himself and his ways, and, as he gifts.
considered, he discovered that he was “ Go into any country community and
without God, without
Christ, without {| converse with the people.
Ask who minhope.
He knew that he must die; he isters most to their bappiness.
You will
trembled as to what must be bis destiny, very likely be told of some venerated
and a voice within warned him to expect clergyman, whose salary has never been
the worst. The goad Spirit was sobering more than enough to barely support him ;
him, and this was the beginning of a or some poor widow, who goes [rom
blessed change. Then there came across house to house, like a ministering angel,
his path the good news that Jesus Christ whenever sorrow and suffering demand
was able to save him, and to save him at consolation or relief.
onee; that he could blot out all his past
It is astonishing how much one without
sins, and ransom him from the present money can give!
A kind woik, a helppower of evil. Ovly one thing must be ing hand—the waim sympathy that re-

me

done, Christ must be trusted;
~—tptst-tims— Ittook-

that this simple

and

trust in Jesus

joices with those that do rejoice and weeps
CWith those who weep 1
:

he did

could

do

No man is so poor, no woman is so
such wonders, but he did at last see it, poor, as not to be able to contribute
and he trusted Jesus Christ for everything. largely to the happiness of those around
and found sin pardoned and conquered them.
too. He had always “trusted himself be-fure, but now he gave himself’ up to be
ABOUNDING JOY.
saved by the merit of the Redeemer’s
I
have
always
thought that we are apt
blood, and by the power of the Holy
Spirit. Then hé became indeed ‘‘a man to dwell too much on the suffering andin Christ.” What further happened to sorrow of the lot und mind of Christ. Our
him when he was saved? A new life was reverence and sympathy should be more"
those
given him. A miracle was wrought upon with his abounding joy. I think
Open
him: a life that he had never before pos- who read with clear eyes and an
mind will see evidences cf on unutterable
sessed was
bestowed upon him, which
joy in his words, may almost think they
elevatedhim as much above other men
as other ‘men are elevated above the beasts

that perish. He was body and soul before, but the Spirit of God came upon
him, and gave him a spirit—a third and
higher principle, which lifted him up into
a spiritual region in whick he lived as
spiritual man. He found himself altogether changed from his former ‘self: the
things he loved before he hated now, and
the things he hated before he loved now.
He could see what he never saw before,
and what seemed very attractive to him
once bad lost all its attractiveness. He
would not have known kis former self if
he bad met him in the street.

the history of

and

the

gathering men

gates. But we fear that in
this busy age outward aclivity -has, to a
great

extent,

taken the

place of

heart

religion. Unquestionably there is need
at the present day of more of that experimental religion which has its spring in
close, personal fellowship with Christ
through the Holy

Spirit, and which

is fed

with the daily food of the divine word
through a lite of faith in God. Christians
themselves are the only living epistles
that are known and read

by the

world at

large, and when they make known the
truth by their daily lives, then, and then
only, will the world be convinced that
this is indeed the truth of God. There is
no argument in favor of Christianity that
bas more power over the minds and hearts
and consciences

of men than

earnest lives of those
N. Y. Observer.

away

truth.

sooner

than

The

Gentiles,

and

should

pass

his words of

sufferings of

never surely trenscend

the

life and

holy

can

their peace;

and

whose fulness of joy can compare
theirs ?—Marteneaw.
;
nr
Rr
RS

with

PLAIN

the godly,

who profess it.—

templating with thrilling interest an old,
ray; ruined tower, covered wilh ivy.
‘here was a remarkable history connected with thespot. In that tower was

the

hands

of

bitter enemy, who kept it locked up,

the

governor

was

hung.

His

name

bis

and

is

still honored by the many, and you may
.. often hear a pathetic. ballard sung to his
memory, tothe music of the spinning
wheel.
;
* We must

horror-struck

at the fear-

and
MCE

and “Smith’s Bible Diction«

¢

and ‘Lite and Epistles of
ceiscsicecssarenvinee

3.80

¢

and ¢ Critical Greek and
Engilsh Concordance?.....

3.85

lordship will eXcuse me;
the Queen's health in

drink it in water.”
his Peasons. * My
“J was

I became

and ‘National Temperance
Advocate?” ...eieiisniiiniene
and
¢ Natioual
Sundaye

3.25

¢

School Teacher... .oovevene

3.60

¢¢

twoyears and

postage

will

be returned

The

like

not touched a morsel

blessed day.

of anything

As for me, never mind
not

one

morsel

Minister's

‘“ RuLes

The

oF ORDER,”

very

book

parliamentary

God has only promised to support me in
the path of duty,and that path,in my case,

in

the

midst

of

that
sub-

joicing to think that he had been

‘‘glory” of God.—Metho-

dist Temperance

Magazine,

AG

England.

MUSIC

Just out.

twenty

times

the

the day of James’ restoration, and
shown me the glass he held in his

have
band

when he made the vow of sobriety. It is
al nonsense about not being able to work

of

time

to work

by

Star one year

advance

also

to

new

the best writers in the

DAY,

Nearly

.&y

Establishment

bankrupt.

are

ever

Price

Anthems.

low price ot $1.25 or $10.50 per
copy mailed on receipt of $1.25.

Mailed

i

and without

Is the only route for WINONA,

GRAND

Sample

HOLIDAY NUMBER !

Brainard’s Musical World !
For Dec. 1887, contains 40 pages of New Music
and reading matter.
A Gala Number!
Christmas Songs, Christmas
Carols,
Piano
pieces,
‘Christmas Greeting Waltz,’ &c.
$2.50 worth of
‘| music for 15 cents.” Sold
by most news dealers.

No person interested in music should fail to send
for our Christmas Number.
Price 15
$1.50 we will send the Musical
World

1817, to Jan. 1879, with our premium
cal Hints.”

Subscribe now.

Those who have said, ¢ put the Star
at $2.00
a year and we will double
our. list of subscribers,” now have an

opportunity to see what can be done.
We will furnish the Star, to those

cts.
from

book

For
Dec.

‘Musi-

Aa Catalogues of music and music books free.

S.

BRAINARD’S
1y17

SONS, Publishers,
Cleveland, {Ohio.
tation Rose Coral

Set, Breastpin and
Eardops, sent postpaid to any reader
of this paper for 256
cents.
Three sets for
50 cents. Jmuion
match 25 cents per
set, or three sets for

50 cents,
Elegant
Necklaces
With |
J ‘Charms, $1 each,
Currency or Postage
Stamps. © Extra Inducements toAgents,

‘BRIDE & CO.,

11 Clinton Place,
New York City.

13446. |

one,

send

stamp for samples, styles of type, etc, and you
will be sure and order a pack by return mail. 50
Basket Bristol, Fancy Plaid, Embossed Phantom,
Murble, and many other styles sent post-paid for
25 cents. Al the latest styles kept constantly on
hand, and printed at prices that defy competition
Address all orders to
* GEO, E. TERRILL, Underhill Center, Vt.
6t47

WORK

FOR

In their own localities, i
side Visitor, (enlarged)

ALL

for the Fire=
Weekly and Monthly.

Largest Paper in the World, with Mammoth

Chromos

Free.

Big

Commissions

Terms and Outfit Free. Address
Augusta, Me,
?

' to

Agents.

P, 0. VICKERY
26139

mle

LARGE MIXED CARDS, with name
10, and 3ct. stamp. 25 Styles Fun Cards,
10¢ Samples 6c
M. Dowd & Co., Bris
tol, von.
]
1y52
DON’

FORGET IT I’—S8inger’s Safety Guard
is worth all the Burglar Alarm ever in-

vented,
Agents wanted
everywhere.
Silverplated samples pre paid on receipt of 2cents.
fddress A, H. Binger, 438 Walnut street, Phila;
t
a.
5

$5
land

to

$2

)
Maine.

per day at home. Samples worth
$5 free.

:

have

KEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA

PULLMAN

waukee, or

Two Trains
tached.

ef-

For
For

STINSON

&

CoO., Port1y49

50 MIXED CARDS, with name,tor 10c & Stamp.
One pack (20 styles) Acquaintance Cards, 10e.
Samples for 8c stamp. M. DOWD & CO., Brig; Ct.
.

Yi

W. H. Stennett,

WATCH

LARGE

MIXED

CARDS,

245,

Farne

Of-:-

Marvin Hughitt,
Man’g’r

“Chicago

Golng East. |

Time

Table.

*Day | *Kal. [tAtlan. 3 Nght

Main}

Day Accom.|Expiss.

Exp'ss.

Chicago. Lv.| 7.00am| 9.00am| 3.45pm| ».15!
9.00pm.
Michg'n City,| 9.23 ** [11.10 * | 6.25 **
35 * 111,15
alamazoo. -|12.35 ** | 1.38 * [10.10 * 110.26 ** | 2.17am
Jackson, Ar.
Exp’s.
4.52 *

Jackson,

Lv.| 3.

4.05 *¢ | 5.20am|12,50 * | 4.55 **

Vayne Junc., | 5.36
GT. Junct’n,
Detroit,
Ar.

bs
1 740
12481715
| Glo" | 825130
17450
6.30 *
1840
| 835% ' 800"

* Day

|*Jack’n!|t

Eve’g t Pacif

Going West. | Mail. fpeods | Expiss,

Bxpiss. | Exp'se.
9.50pm
10.10 **
10.42 **
1.00ane.
12.45

Detroit, Lv.
G. P. Junet’n'
Wayne gunc..
Jackson,
Ar.
Jackson,
L

Kalamazco, =
Michg’n City,| 4

5.

Chicago,

7.40pm!10.30

Ar.

8.10

«+
*

Sunday vxceptedi-§ Saturday-aud
Sunday exeepted +
+ Daily.
H.C. WENTWORTH,
H.B.LEDYARD,
Gen Sup't, Chicago.
G.P.&1T A, Chicago.
1y7

BY

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. RK
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salle
Chicago Trains.
Depart. | Arrive.

will during
Hard Times

Mail [viamain ine)

...... |

*735am|

T40pU

Special New York Express | *9:00ami*7:40p
Accommodation «..eeeseeess| 3:40pmi
1:50 pa:

|

Atlantic N. Y. Expr'ss (daily)|
5:15 pm|
Night EXpress
...eecees veese(11020p mi

WANTED.

Churches

Schools, Lodges ele. Sheet music at_half price.

Depot foot of Lake Stroot, and foot of Twenty-second™
ar
C Clark.
St..St. near
street,
: Randolph
E
ne
Ticket Office 121
reet.
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CHICAGO TRAINS,

Leave. |i Arrive.

M
HORACE WATERS & SONS, Manufactuin
=m
St Jouis Lil
rers and Dealers, 40 EAST 14th STREET,
Union, Square, New, Jone. io. Box, 3567.
Garo, Arkan's & Texas Express 13 %
New Orleans Express, * 8.40
airoi®&
.
Ph
‘mi
The N.Y. Times says: * Waters’ Orchestrion
Springfield
and Pepria
Express,|*
8.40
- -|§ 8.30
Express,
Springfield Night
Chime Organ” is a beautiful little instrument, gimTeoria and Keokuk Express, - |* 8.30
ly perfect. The Chime of two and one-half octave
ells and the artistic effects capable of being pro- | | Dubuque & Sioux City Express,|* 9.80
duced by tho player are singularly fine.
Dubuque & Sioux City Express,|* 9.30
a very

interesting effect is produced with the chime of
bells.—Christian Union,
The Waters’ Pianos are well known #smong the
very best. We are enabled to speak of these instruments with confidence from personal knowledge.
—N, Y. Evangelist,
sp
We can speak of the merits of the Waters’Pianos

from personal knowledge, as being of the very best
g
Ld
uality.—Christian Inteliingencer.
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cash, not used a year, in perféct order and
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Depots foot of Lake Street, Indiana Avenue and Sixteenth Street, and Canal and Sixteenth Streets. Tick=
et Offices 59 Clark Street, and at depots.
.

CHICAGO TRAINS,

Leave,

|

Arrives

4

ES, Cheapest

in the known world. Sample Waich Free to
Agents, Address, A. CouLTER & Co., Chicago.
with

cam

Michigan Central Railroad.

DOIR) arethe BEST MADE.7 Octave Pian
08 $150.71=3 do $160 notuised n year. «2?

1y37

Mail and Express,

name,

18¢;40 in case 13c.25 styles SS
nkice
Cards 100, Agent’s outfit 10¢c. DOWD & Co,
Bristol, Conn. #8 cu
1y52

i

=
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- '*¥795a, m./*745p,
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Staple Goods to dealers. No peddling.

ment.
ress S. A. GRANT & CO’,
2, 4, 6 & 8 Home 8$., Cincinnad, 0,

Aurora Passenger,
=
= - - *315p. m.|1756a.m
Mendota, Ottowa and Streater

Salary. Saldsmen wanted tosell our
,

=

Ottawa & Streater Passenger, - |*7.25 am. (* 745 p. nx
Rockford, Dubuque & Sioux City|*9,30 a. m.|* 4.25 p, m
Pacific Fast Line for Omahaan

Ex
PLATED

Omaha

Gen. Pass. Ag’, Chicago.

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE,

[2686

GOLD

you

under Sherman House; 75 Canal corner Madi.
son Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. Kine
zie and Canal streets ; Wells Street Depot, corner
Wells and Kinzie Streets.
For rates of information not attaiaable from.
your-home ticket agents, apply to

their use in any quantity.

8 7) hi a day to Wide-Awaké’ Agents. Sample &
Catalogue free: R. L. FLETCHER, 11 Dey

SiN. Y

other points,

ham Street; San Francisca Office, 121 Montgomery +
street; Chicago Ticket Offices: 62 Clark Street,

calomel

Ministers,

Missouri, Valley
:
:

Lake Geneva, Four Trains daily.
Rockford,
Sterling,
Kenesha,

_being_purely veserable. no harm can arise | —*

discount to Teachers,

Cars to

fice. No. 5 State Street;

Their
be taken with safety by anybody,
surar-coating preserves’ them ever fresh, |
and makes them pleasant to take; while

A liberal

daily,

two te ten trains daily.
:
New York Office No. 415, Broadway ; Boston

for

dispose of 100 PIANOS & ORGANS,
new and
second-hand of first-class makers including
WATERSat lower prices for cash orInstall=
ments or to let until paid for than ever before
offered. WATERS? GRAND SQUARE and
UPRIGHT PIANOS & ORGANS (INCLU=
DING THEIR NEW SOUVENIR AND BOU=

Pullman
4

Janesville, and

nor anv deleterious druc, these Pilisqay

Stop Organs $50. 4 Stops

Tran

TWU™

Trains daily.
Junction.

it
amd %trengthen the system by freeing
from the elements of weakness.
ooo Adapted torall ages and conditions in

OFFER

Cars at-.-

For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clin~
ton, Two Through Trains daily, with Pullman
Cars on night trainto McGregor, Iowa.
nn.

_ They reach the vital fountains of the blood,

AGREAT

Pullman Palace

points in Minnesota, One Through
with Pullman Sleepers to Winona.

By
safest and best physic for children.
their aperient action they gripe much less
than the common purgatives, and never
cive pain when the bowels are not inflamed.

We
Yk

daily, with

For Milwaukee, Four Through Traingdaily. Pullman Cars on night trains, Parlor Chair
Cars on day trains.
2
For Sparta, La Crosse and Winona, and

body, but also formidable and dangerous
have bafiled the best of
diseases that
human skill. ~~ While they produce power-

from

Chicago and Winona.

For Council Blufis, Omaha and Cali--

:

neither

CARS

fornia, Two Through Trains daily, with Pull
man Palace Drawing
Room and Sleeping Cars
through to Council Bluffs. *
~ For
St. Paul and’ Minneapolis, Two
through trains daily, with Pullman
Palace Cars
to Minneapolis.
;
5
For Green Bay and Lake Superior, .

tions within their range can rarely withNot only do they
stand or évade them.
cure the every-day complaints of every-

all climates, containing’

PALACE

At Omaha our Sleepers connect with the Over
and Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad.
On the arrivil of the trains from the East or:
South, the trains of the Chicago & North-Wests
ern Railway LEAVE CHICAGO as follows:

pain.

known

to MILWAUKEE,

are run on all through tramsof this road.
This is the ONLY LINE running these cars be.
tween Chicard and St. Paul, Chicago and Mil

organs and

been

KFORD, FREE~
Its

Chicago and Milwaukee Line

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
any

only route for ELGIN,

Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only one
passing through EVANSTON, LAKE FOREST, WAU~

more than a quarter of a century, and have
obtained a world-wide reputation for their
virtues. They correct diseased action in
the several assimilative organs of the
body, and are so composed that obstruc-

PREPARED

BEFORE
to

Pris

all

line for JANESVILLE, WATERTOWN,
LAG, OSKOSH, APPLETON, GREEN BAY,

PORT, and all points via Freeport.

ful effects, they are, at the same time, the

Ladies Elefant Tmt.

sending your orders for cards

Ayer’s

[fs

Freeport and Dubuque Line
Is the

In small doses of one pill a day,

promote vigorous health.

and

ESCANABA, NEGAUNEE, MARQUETTE, HOUGHTON,,
HANCOCK and the LAKE SUPERIOR COUNTRY. Ite.

y

they stimulate the digestive

ULM,

Green Bay and Marquette Line
Is the only
FoxD Du

8 most thorough and
;
searching cathartic medicine that can be employed : cleansing the stomach and bowels, and even the
blood.

ROCHESTER; .OWA<

ST. PETER, NEW

points in Southern and Central Minnesota.

in their operation,
excels

.

Its

TONNA, MANKATO,

Although gentle

1t

dozen.

but

NEBRASKA,

Winona and St. Peter Line

fectual in their
operation, moving
the bowels surely

0 teacher

$1.00.

mild,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA,

Northwest.

nial purgative ever
discovered. They

by J.

connections,

Chicago, Madison and St. Paul Line

Are the most effective and conge-

for

RAILWAY

Is the short line for NORTHERN WISCONSIN and +
MINNESOTA, and for MADISON, §T. PAUL, MINNEAPPOLIS, DULUTH and all points in the Great/

Eruptions and
Skin Diseases, Biliousness, Dropsy, Tumors, Worms,
Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill, |
for Purifying the Blood,

300 pages,

country.

it.

$10.50 per dozen.

subscriber

wish the

Dropsy,

Irregularities,

$5

y

WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH, NEVADA, CALIFOR-.
NIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN and AUSTRALIA. Its

. B.—Directions for the guidance of patients in
every disorder are affixed to eachbox.

all other publications of the kind, and is the latest

we

the one asking it should

\

or,

and best Anthem book.
To bring it within the
reach of every choir in the land, if is offered at the

year, for $4.00 in advance.
Clubs of six or more, one-third
being new subscribers, can have the
Star at $2.00 each, strictly in ad-

to become

N. H.,

THE

Communion or

every

Debility,

Female

Five Departments—Elementary, Glee,

192 large pages of superior

will send a copy of the Life of Rev.
George I. Day, or a copy of the
book entitled ¢¢ Open

Consumption,

Erysipelas,

CHAPEL ANTHEMS.

subscriber

($2.50),

Bowels,

NORTHERN

effica-

Sint zed world, in boxes at 25 cents, 62 cents, and

By Dr. J. B, Herbert assisted by the best writers
of the day. This new and valuable work contains

All
new
subscribers,
paying
for one year, shall have their paper
to Jan. 1, 1879.
:
To every old subscriber, who will

in

OF

ITetrical, Anthems and Chants.

for. an

fers :

year

BOOKS

should fail to examine

increased circulation of the Morning
Star. Please read the following of-

for a new

Dover,

William Suffern.—The best Convention book

Leblisiad,

pay all arrearages for his Star, and
two years in inated 185.00); or

wonderfully

and

Is the shortest and best route for all points in

each.
A-There is a considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.
:

Brilliant new collection of music

post-paid.

is the

per

‘Singing Schools, Conventions, Choirs, &c.,

Communion,” and the Star, is libsobriety. eral indeed.
his death
A more liberal offer than the
but conwater. I above can not be asked for, unless

und

who

cents

are

THE GALAXY.

Liberal Offers !!
Now

10

they

Terms

& Co, Foran

Omaha and Oalifornia Line

all

any party or parties counterfeiting the medicines
or vending the same, knowing them to be spurious.
:
+*4 Sold at the manufactory of Professor HOLLOwAY & Co.; New York, and by all respectable
druggists and dealers in medicine throughout the

Over Oocheco Bank, Dover, N. H.

enabled

to drink to the

Price

remove

town.

H. HALLETT

and, with its numerous branches and

None are genuine unless
the signature of.J.
HAYDOCK, as agent for the United
States, surrounds each box of Pills and Ointment,
A handsome reward will be given to any one rendering
such information as may lead to the detection of

paid.

strong

temptations, could maintain his principles
with integrity and honor. Donald left re-

violence, and flinging himself on his
knees, made a most solemn and affecting

poor man and his wife, with tears in their
éyes, have told me the story, and blessed
the evening of the fourteenth of March,

men

they

utfit free.

pt

forms the shortest and quickest route between
CHICAGO and all points in ILLINOIS, WISCONSIN, .
NORTHERN MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, IOWA, NEERASE CALIFORNIA and the WESTERN TERRITORIES.

rtic Family Pills,
Ayers Catha
CALVIN SANDERS,
For all th
ose
of a
Physic,
and_for e_purposes of 5 Fax Jaundice,
Indigestion,
Foul
Stomach,
Breath,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW. Headache, Erysipelas, Rheumatism,

and honesty, and, in taking leave, asV
i
at.it. would afford her Majes:
who,

rules.

I. D. StEwARrT,

She gave it him with aston-

wile was happy;

young

concise statement

Pills;

Agents wanted. Busi«

THE CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

is the title of a lit-

A.H.HULING, 46 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

is plainly fo abstain”. The noble Lord at
once commended Donald for his frankness

jects one

these

Fevers of all kinds, Fits, Gout, Headache, Indi.
gestion, Inflammation,Jaundice, Liver Complaints,
umbago, Piles, Rheumatism, Retention of Urine,
Scrofula er King’s Evil, Sore Throats, Stone or
Gravel, Tic-Doulourex, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms
of all kinds, Weakness from any cause, etc.

Send orders to

vance.
1
The offer, of ¢¢Day’s Memoir,” or
ishment and fear. He. turned it topsyCommunion
or Close
turvy ; and striking the table with great of “Open

glass, wife.”

Skin,

Dysentery,

age

ty the highest satisfaction to know
she had amongst loyal and devoted

as

CO.,

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
Railway Lines of the WEST
& NORTHWEST,

out of Order.

acidity occasioned either by intemperance or imDroyes diet. They reach the liver and reduce it

&

CALIFORNIA

8, whether

No medicine will so effecthally improve the tone
of the stomach

WOODMAN

Address J.WORTH & CO., St Louis, Mo,

d

cious in cases of spasm—in fact they never fail in
curing all disorders of the liver and stomach.
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the best known in
the world for the following diseases:
Ague,
Asthma, Bilious Complaints, Blotches on the

Manual.

for all

want a full and yet

of food

curse

after

tle book in thick paper covers, containing
the last fifteen pages of the ¢ Manual,”
designed especially for deliberative bodies.

this Postage, ten cents extra.
me;
The Establishnient has also offered,

«dead, Sally! You and Mary, and the
two young ones dead? Look at me, my
lass, you see what I am now--like a brute.

for copies unsold

$5.

lL

too much
or too little water; or
he affiicted
yvith stone or gravel,
and pains settled in the loins, over

For Stomachs

copies,

TO

119 and 121 William 8t., N. Y.

66: week In your own

means have failed.

The money

CENTS

ness legitimate. Particulars free.

will give almost immediate relief when all other

eral sale.
Price, 75 cents, postage paid,
for leather, flexible cover; and 60 cents in
cloth.

on a slip sent in the Star (and we
could I beg or buy for those children that here repeat the offer), that any sublie on the bed before you; and I am sure,
scriber who has paid or will pay all
James, it is better for us all we should
die,and to my soul I wish we were dead.” arrearages shall have his own paper
«Pead?” said James, starting up as if a
flash of lightning had darted upon him ; and one for a new subscriber one
But

more

hundred.

40

A YEAR.

the regions of the
kidneys, these Pills shouldbe
taken according to the printed directions, and
the Ointment should be well rubbed into the
smallof the back at bed time. This treatment

copy

and Q. M’s are buying it to aid in the business transactions. It ought to have a gen-

I must leave you to guess how it has fared
with me.

per

have a copy, and some clerks of churches

likely

who will send his own name and
pay for one year in advance ($2.50).

don’t

they secrete
whether they
or with aches

This work meets with special favor from
all who have seen it. Every pastor should

go the whole length of the drunkard again,

woman, and with

“I

cent

SLOTE,

;

PILLS.

In all diseases affecting these or;

0 a healthy action;

that if

and

crying.

b

FROM

1m48

Disorders of the Kidneys.

2.60

due effort to dispose of them.

will

to be struck with thewretchedness of the
her why she was

one

PRICES

two and three columns of
for JiShures of any size, for
small books for children.
styles, including
cloth and
suitable for Holiday Gifts.

Where yoor bookseller does not keep them, copies will he sent by mail, prepaid, id receipt oF
price. Send for descriptive circular.

Invariably cure the folowing diseases?

1878.

For fifty or

at the rate of $7 per

Close Communion.”
;
The postage on each book thus obfluids which drunkards pour down their
throats. It is very possible td conquer it, tained will be ten cents extra.
if you will butbe resolute. I remember
The same premium will also be
a man in Staffordshire who was drunk
every day of his life. Every farthing he given for every new subscriber paid
earned went to the ale house. One even- for one year in advance ($2.50) by
ing he staggered home, and found at a
late hour his wife sitting alone, and any person who has already paid for
-drowned-intears; He was a man
not de=1 his own SZar one yearin advance;
ficient in natural affections; he appeared
to tell you,James,”she said,**but if I must,
I must ; the truth is, my children have

HOLLOWAY'’S

5.10

dead but dying, and I should most

one

asked

of

your Oint-

Disorders,

the very root of the evil,

prove

Scrap-Book made.
Books gummed for
newspaper clippings,
prescriptions, and in
Bound in various
gold and full Russia,

but penetrates with the most searching effect to

copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and post-

which

eagerness

For Cutaneous

of

Register.

Iru bed some of

mmed’

The only Convenient

And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment 1s
most invaluable. It does not heal externally alone,

were to taste intoxicating drink, it would
at once revive an appetite which is not

drunkards, a good many yearsago,

some

‘Memoir

one year and ‘Memoir of
Rev.
Geo. T. Day,”
(new
Subscribers,) vesesessccsscascne

will
be added.

an ab-

but I know

¢

otherwise

stainer, and I trust by God’s grace I have
become a Christian;

3.20
3.20

Christian”......

1878. Price, 96 cents per dozen, postage
paid if the money accompanies the order;

The noble earl asked
lord,” said Donald,

a drunkard.

“The

GUMMED READY FOR USE.
In using this book, simply mojsten the
.
Sore... TheTesult. w

I enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cents, but ¢
medicine to me is or Bh a Roltar,”
abut tno
‘ Let me have three boxes of your pills b,
turn mail, for chills and fever. »? yourp
ye
“Send me five boxes of your pills.”
Ihave over 200 such testimonials as these but
want of space compels me to conclude?

and

.oeevees

a

ment behind the ears, and the noise has leit.”
ily. 8 nd me two boxes; I want one for a poor fam.

Send in your orders for the REGISTER of

and

I

Recorder

and

1878.

of wine

but

‘Fruit

¢

¢¢

1 can not drink

wine,

and

noises in the head.

4.60

eecasccerssssansesnssesnes

me

“1 gave one of your pills to my babe for chole
morbus ; the dear little thing phi in a day.” iy
‘My nausea of a morning is now cured.”
“Your box of Holloway’s Ointment cured me of

4.75

Rev. Geo. T. Day,” (old
subseribers,)secesecs
srs vsanses

and

room,

S460
5.75

‘New
England Farees ssnecasanassprssnssan

Pill 8 gave

“Your pills are marvelous.”
‘‘Tsend for another box and keep them in the

Maga«

Cottage Gardener?

to drink the Queen’s health.
it, he felt, at first, a kind of
but then, lifting his heart in
divine aid, he said, * Your

time send pay

vow to God of repentance and
formerly banged one of the best govern- From that moment to the day of
ors the island ever possessed. He had he drank no feranented liquors,
been accused of treachery.to the king fined himself entirely to.tea and
during the time of civil wars, and re- never saw so sudden and astonishing a
ceived sentence of death. Intercession change. His looks became healthy, his
was made on his behalf, and a pardon was cottage neat, his children were clad, bis
sent ; but that fell into

with which
Looking at
trembling ;
prayer for

about

of God is upon me,—I am drawing near
to the pit of destruction,—but there's an
end; I feel there’s an end. Give me that

THE LOCKED-UP PARDON,

his

- Extracts from various Letters:

house.”
i lines and apply th
“Dr, Holloway y hds cured my y he headache¢ that was the fact that t 1s
PU

¢

Earl of

there presented him with'a glass

things

1 have wasted your substance,—the

In the Isle of Man, as I was one day
walking on the sea-shore,l remember con-

to

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

and ‘“Arthur’s Home

Paul?

in advance ($2.50), and at the same

TRUTH.

some

:

the

will pay for his own

TEMPERANCE.

are not out of date yet:
I don’t like that red wvose, and those
blear eves, and that stupid, downcast
look. Youare a drunkard. Another pint,
and one pint more; a glass of gin and
water, rum and milk, cider and pepper, a
glass of peppermint, and all the beastly

church, since the days of the
Apostles,
when her ministers and members generally displayed greater activity in building
outer walls

of thé™

Sidney Smith said

The church needs to be fed with the
great fundumental doctrines of the gospel,
—those by which as well as for which the
martyrs died ; those which an unbelieving
world are most ready to reject. There

up her

incoming

kkew that heaven and earth

THE

WHAT THE OHUROH NEEDS.

in

tarian, and the hope of the pevitent, and
the charity of the widow ; when be. fore-

In fact, his

old self and he fell out once for all, and
they have never made up the quarrel, and
never will. He is a new creature in Christ
Jesus; old things bave passed away; behold, all things have become new.—Mr.
Spurgeon's Stock Exchange Address.

never was a period

hear it in his tomes, when he promised
heaven to disinterested,
and earth to the
meek, and satisfaction to the earnest;
when he welcomed the faith of the censaw the

the Queen’s Peddler,

World.

‘

BEY

sent Donald away with a lighter heart
and a heavier purse than he had when he

Whole

I had 20no 20p8 appetite;} Holloway’s
5
y

The marsh of

into its soil. It was hid there until quickened by the San of Righteousness, and
noftirishedby the rains ‘and dews of the
Spirit, when it brought forth fruit in
Christian life and spancier,
Having no
settled occupation, he yet could not be
idle, and having, by the help of a few

Facts.

of the

Zine) sesssrssrnsesnrisasees $4.00
and ‘“Harper’s Magazine,”
“Bazar » or “Weekly?....
5.80

¢“

being thus drained of one poi-

These

Testimony

¢

son,he next received the seed of the word

royal arms as

. The

,

¢

Carlisle took Donald

The poor give more than the rich.’ This
proposition holds good as a general principle. Money is by no means the only

(the

strong drink was excessive, but, true to
his resolution, he set his face like a flint

On leaving her Majesty,

s

¢ Wide Awake?

ERNE
ener sted beds vara senses
¢ and ‘“Scribner’s Monthly”?

entered the royal chamber.

+> 0-4-4
+04

thought, the more unrestful was his heart.

Dare
who

bring them.—W.

and

A great drunkard in the Highlands of
Invernesshire was led to attend a lecture
on temperance. He was induced to become a member of a temperance society.
For mouths the craving of his appetite for

his heart

Mark

publications,

popular new juvenile maga-

THE PEDDLER.

against every temptation.

and

at the following rates :

only noble in its uses, but heavenly in
its origin. Itis above all other charac'T will rove beneath the flush of setting day
A nobler meed thun now would beckon you.
teristics perhaps the signal proof of man’s
celestial parentage; the shining link of
For,lifted up by constant forward strife,
evidence which connects the divinity of friends, managed to stock a little box
Hope will attain so marvelous a hight,
the earth to that of the skies. 1Men have with trinkets and other cheap ware, he
There can be nothing found within this life,
therefore,exaggerated ils vaoue, when set out aga peddler.
‘not,
After the day, to form a fitting night. °
for it they have laid down
s much of0 | Tj the course of his peregrinations, he
So heaven alone shall ever satisfy,
their lives.us was represented by their found himself at Balmoral, and thinking
And God’s own light be ever light enough
bodies. The argument which proves it that, if he could get the patronage of the
. To guide the purified, ennobled eye
better for a man to die and be free rath- Queen,
it would help him greatly,
he resolvToward the smooth which lies beyond the
er than live and be a slave, is based on a ed to make the attempt. There was somerough.
proper premise, and drawn out logically thing iu ns look and manner which at
The suffer- once commended him to the favor of
There will be semething when these clouds to its sublime conclusion.
skim by:
ings which men have borne, the treasure some of the household officials, who had
A bounteous yielding from the fruitful past; ‘which they have spent, the blood which
it in their power to put him under the
Sweet peace and rest upon the pathway lie,
they have shed, are not evidences of in- notice of the Earl of Carlisle, then attendPe though but death and flowers at the
sanity but of an appreciative wisdom. It ing the court as a minister of state. The
as
—James Berry Bensee.
was only the child’s effort to keep unsoil- noble earl, with his usual frankness and
ed and undiminished his original and di- goodness of heart,sympathized with Donvine birthright. It was only the man’s ald and promised to recommend his case
THE GREAT OHANGE.,
effort to continueto be a man. And there: to the Queen.
When her Majesty came
It began (this way—the man became is not a drop of that sanguine sea, which
uneasy at finding himself where he was; has been kept full by the voluntary offer- to know it, Donald * was commanded to
in the royal presence,
and met
he had many pleasures, but they palled; ing of men’s veins in defense of Liberty, appear
with
a
most
gracious
reception.
Not onhe used to enjoy many sweets, but sud- which does not stand before God as
the Queen purchase of his wares,
denly they cloyed upon his appetite. The evidence that his children have not for- lybut didgave
him permission to wear the
world grew stale; the sere and yellow
{}

paid all arrearages,

will order these other

food,you can do very well

* Thou art the man’!

to

Thou hast a pardon in thine "hands to
save thy fellow-creature,
not
from
temporal, but from .eternal death. Thou

There will be something when these days are
one,
Something more fair by far than starry
nights—
.
A prospect limitless, as one by one
mbodied castles crown the airy hights.

goud, nourishing

without ale. Nobody works harder than
the Yorkshire people, and there are many

ask

might not point

most of us and say:

A tender sunbeam and dear flowers at last.

Dream what you will, but press

God

who have

fer-

our-

our indignation till we

selves whether

and

mented liquors. Do lions and cart-!orses
drink ale? It is'mere hakit. If you bave

———

man

yn

paid. Permanent eiiploy:

en Harvest for
Agents. We send free,
our new 40-page
illustrated catalogne
of Jewelryand Watches,
with instruc
tions how to make money. Address,
M. CRONEGH & GO., Philadel=
phia, Pa,, or Milwaukee, Wis,
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of that

the pardon for his fellow-crentbire in his
possession, could keep it back, and let
him die the death of a tinitor. But let us

nq

re

ful turpitude

3

Selections.

J

¥

404

oo

back ground, but we have seen nothing
which can entirely set it aside or which
can save the temperance cause from a
serious check if it is set aside.

revelation are other messengers.

Of all
messengers, revelation is the most. clear
and instructive.

Pe,

Over the intricate

19, 1877.

DECEMBER

philosophy

of con-

To

science the infinite “wisdom has cast a
veil, which science can not hope to draw
aside.
We can not
demonstrate the

6. F. MOSHER, Editor.

functions of conscience

A. HI, Huling, Western Editor.
li
—

as we'

can work

out a problem in mathematics.

Yet we

say

ble and

the

least,

for

self-sacrificing

steady,

work,

hum-

the

man

who has not had his mind clouded and
the niceties of his moral sensibilities dulled, will do as good work

as one.who

has

know as a matter of fact that conscience these scars on the brain. Is not a Neal
apprehends God,as the eye sees the land- . Dow. as necessary and efficient as a John
B. Gough?
scape, or the ear hears sounds
Some
The blood of many a man who has
idea of the Deity has been unfolded to
themind of all. Like the reasonings of again fallen from his high resolutions
The earnest utterance of simple truth"
never again to taste of the accursed stuff,
is what touches the heart.
It is not so natural philosophy, our notions of the willbe found upon the garments of those
Creator differ, but his existence and govniuch the fine manner ‘in which nice
who flattered him; those who exhibited
,points are presented as it is the homely ernment is the essence of every creed. him for praise; those who fostered in
The
Alla
of
the
Mohammedan,the
Woden
illustrations of those ever-broadening
him that love of display which induces an
truths, that characlerizes the effective of the Gothic races, "the Brahma of
apathy for downright humble work.
India,
the
Xam
Ti
of
the
Chinese,
the
preacher.” Tv is to so exhibit the love of
It is an unhappy piece of work to point
"i Christ that the wayfaring man though a God of the’ Saxon, the Jehovah of the
out
the unhappy tendency in any life or
fool can not escape its attractive power ; Jew,—this is the infinite One of the wuniin
any
movement.
But as a matter of
so to awaken the terrors of remorse tliat verse who thinks'and loves. In all the duty it comes under the direct injunction
profound
depths
of
nature
there
is
no
the sinner trembles as he sees himself ; so
of cutting off the offending foot, or of
to exhort to all good works in the com- mystery more stupencous in its conse- putting out the offending eye.
AL the
munity where he preachesthat his hearers quences, or more awfully sublime in the
same
time
the
motive
for
so
pointing
out
shall gocaway impressed with the fact vastness of its interests, than the fact these evils is a matter of moment.
that
every
man
possesses
an
inherent
that to be @ Christian is to -be more genRt tr=pioll#=l
a A A
i...’
tle inthe family, to be patient with the faculty of conscience, by which all ideas, Ld
CURRENT
TOPIOS.
foibles of neighbors and friends, to put thoughts, volitions, feelings, acts that
mere conscience into the duties of citi- can arise in the history of our individual ——WE see that Governor Irwin, of Calibeing are at once summoned to the bar fornia, in his recent message, refers to
zenship, as well as to be faithful to God
the Chinese question like a politician of
there pronounced
in the duties more especially called re- of conscience, and
the very smallest pattern and not at all
either
good
or
bad.
This
principle
withligious. But this simple effort to touch
like
a statesman. He. recommends that
in
us
by
which
we
recognize
our
standthe heart is a-good deal harder, or a good
Congress be called on for legislation
deal easier, just as one looks at it, than ing to the Divine One, and our peculiar
is popularly supposed.
It is not every- relationsto mankind, is a proof of the against Chinese immigration, and says
body who wishes to be a Plato, for most divine presence in us; but we are in- that unless something be done to prevent
of us have the wit to see.the vanity of capable of comprehending this marvel, the influx of these dreadful Mongolians,
such an ambition; but there isa loose and still stand overwhelmed with won- who persist in working for a living, he is
notion quite prevalent that almost any- der before the veiled mystery of con- fearful that he shall be unable to propublica-

for

designed

- &@= All communications

‘tion should be addressed to the Editor, and all
letters on business, remittances of money, &c.,
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.

tect them from violence.

science.
We rest our faith, therefore, not

body who cares to try can reach the hearts
-of the people. Isit so?
hab dn an o

CONSCIENCE AND SCIENCE.
+ "The Rey. Joseph Cook is doing a good

more than from nature, from

science,

or

losophers, and to Christian students, and
presents them to his audiences enriched

from conscience itself, we learn that the
universe and the soul are made for each
other. We know nothing of the soul
but by consciousness; and, as a rule,
consciousness
is always
agreeable;
therefore, the idea of ceasing to be conscious of what we here enjoy is itself the
chief cause of the darkness with which

by his own glowing rhetoric, and brought

fancy invests the notion called death.

down

When we gaze into the heavens on a clear
night we see the stars. But is that all?
Do we not also see order in those sparkles
moving by law? In the rainbow, building
its arch over the valley, we see not only
its beauteous colors, but the covenant

work for evangelical religion ‘by his lectures both in-and out of the city of Boston. He has hit upon the happy faculty
of putting old ideas into a new costume.
He takes thoughts familiar to pagan phi-

the

pop-

ulace of to-day.
This is a rare gift.
Many a learned
« man who sits in a professor’s chair can
- net accomplish this task. - Men of far
greater genius and learning than Mr.

whose philosophical and -theologi=| Fick God made with fen: — Fr the dew=
Cov;
cal writings impress whole generations

itentiary!

only

namely,

that

science ; that God

has

con-

is in it; and that

it is

not safe to disobey

a

man

a faculty through

which God looks. We do not propose to
follow the argument of this lecture, or
even to give an outline of its reasoning;
bat, rather, because the theme

is an

im-

portant one, and because it is just now
brought no doubt to the minds of many of
our readers, to give briefly our own view
- of the matter.
;
Perhaps tae most subtle and mysteri~ous faculty of the

human

soul

is

con-

science. What is conscience? It is that
‘wondrous self-knowledge, or discerning
‘between right and wrong, possessed by

man.

Some writers have called

it the

.moral sense, and consider it an original
‘faculty of our nature.: Is it a faculty of
«the soul, or

of

the

mind?

Of both,

we

judge, as we think the soul and mind are
the same, under different combinations.
Mind is soul evinced through the medium

of the brain: soul is mind emancipated

from matter. This theory, if correct, as“sociates the anomalies of various

soph-

«ists; the existence of two minds, the sen- sitive-and intellectual, taught by the Al« exandrian philosophers, or the tenets of
iBishop Horsley, the separation of the
.....

life of intellect from animal

life;

and

it

might reconcile medical philosophy with
theological arguments.
We think the
@pirit
to be the essence of life and im-

the

last,

therefore,

there

is

want votes, we fear that such

indi-

some - end

i

~

It is enough that we

recog-

mize that-breath of life which the Creator
breathed into none but man, and the

image of God in which man was created.
It is of. this «combined
science

is. the

nature

highest

UNHAPPY TENDENCIES.
Mr. Moody teils of a young man of
wealth and aristocracy in London, who
devoted his time to one of the worst
quarters of that immense city. He spent
every night of the week in the very
slums where dwelt brutish men and fallen women, together with the unfortunate
children precocious in crime.
With his

This)

.. gives us the nearest kinship to/God.
Now we very much doubt if conscience
«een be submitted to the analysis of science. ' We are not even quite sure that
+ we understand what Mr. Cook means by
wthe “ religion of science.”
We follow

these with whom he had passed so many
nights, and five nights out of the seven
were still given to those whom it was his
heart's desire to help.
.
It is a statement which will not

of a doubt that, as a rule,

such

admit

a person

The present aspect of the temperance
movement shows an unhappy tendency

in the overdue prominence given to re:
formed men, as the only effective labor-

in this great and good work.

leaders,

To speak’

plainly, other things being equal, a reformed man can not be depended on to
continue in well doing, in obscurity as
well as in ‘ihe glare of popularity, “to the

game extent

that one can who has not

‘conscience is ‘the ‘* foundation” ‘of any he is eloquent in arousing the public and

* '

and three

ches, 10,000 in number,

cost the

tend the circus,

mas.

Gover-

patriotism

at Christ-

birthday

Monday night, who
the publishers

has a great

influenfe with those

prizes

were

invited

seems

to

have

been

pleasantly

The
carried

out.
The people of Chicago seem to be getting
very much in earnest about the execution of
the law forbidding the sale of liquor to minors.
The penalty under the law is a severe one.
Public meetings have been held, and all good
citizens unite’ in demanding its execution.

The

chief of

police

ing the

——THERE is a small class of profession.
al * revivalists” who go about the country belittling the work and influenee of:
the regular pastor and magiifying their
own importance by the use of the .most
questionable methods. . Their clownish
buffoonery and ridiculo us antics to *‘attract attention” and set the people all
agape pass for little ** eccentricities” and
are tolerated, and even helped along, because perpetrated in the name of religion.

red man

every

convenience,

2

inent in it to make it the most

good.

preamble and resolutions :
‘“ Whereas
the
greater efliciency of
Hillsdale College
absolutely demands a
speedy and liberal increase to its available

Sun

day influences should all tend to lift the mind
Godward.
But such influences need not necessarily be exerted through a formal pulpit
sermon.
Whatever furnishes the mind with
wholesome knowledge, and helps to adjust its
ideas of moral and political and every other

ducement and encouragement, in the slow

provement of humanity—these
are proper
Sunday occupations.
We will not summarize

signs of his.advent into civilized society.

the contents of this

funds, therefore,
“Resolved,
That we

mend that vigorous
be made

——PEorLE will keep drifting into the
cities, and so keep raising the question,
.what to do for the cultivation of the coun-

field,

try portions and the support of its institu-

recom-

persistent

by all our ministers

cessible sources before

and

effort

brethren

the

first of

ac-

Janu-

se
ary
with-the-hope-that-at-—least
next;
thousand dollars
will be added to its

treasury.”

There

Star has- been

columns

designedly

time for the expression

making presents

+s

p——

!

This appeal through the

of the

delayed.

of

good

The .

will

is at hand.

by

Now

are

tirere not five thousand persons, who are
ready to contribute a dollar each for the

MISSIONARY MAGAZINE.

tions. Statistics show a general abandonment of the agricultural districts. In all
the Eastern States, the urban population
has made great advance since 1860, while
the rural population has decreased. As

earnestly

and

to secure dollar contributions from all

is an open field for a good Sunday Magazine.
We bave seversl reasons for believing that
Sunday Afternoon is about to occupy that

Sinn

We aremoved to say this by the account

January number.

APPEAL,

An appeal is made to all Freewill Baptists and friends of Hillsdale College.
The
General Conference at its late session at
Fairport unanimously passed the following

profitable Sun-

present number are emphatically

and the

y

AN

day companion.
But even a good story has
its place as a Sabbath teacher, and those in the

in-

appointed,

Hillsdale Oollege.

pledges co-operation in

The initial number of Sunday Afternoon,
the new magazine, will make a favorable impression. . Doubtless many people will say, at
first sight, that the story element is too prom-

clearest and easiest solution. The tenor
of Mr. Cook's talk is that the Indians are
not going to oblige us by dying out, -that
they are making progress in the direction
of civilized life, and that our duty towards
the mlies in the direction of cutting off the

been

Denominational Hetos.

the movement.

the

have

about the size of the page, type, &c., also
all manuscripts offered for the prize, and
the author's name, shonld be addressed
to Rev.I.D Stewart, Dover, N. H.

there by

project was highly creditable to the publishers,
and

light and truth on this

The time allowed for writing is to the
first of March, 1878, and all inquiries

brought

to meet tlie honored poet.

wil]

right to reject all manuscripts is reserved.

together the contributors to the Atlantic
Monthly. at the Hotel Brunswick in Boston,

These are a few of the figures presented
by Mr. Cook in the prelude to his Monday lecture of the 10th inst. Ile asks the
old question, * Which. is the wiser,to fight
these people or to civilize them?” It
seems as though that through all these
years a simple answer might be found to
this problem.
But the theoretical and
practical relations our government has
sustained.to these aboriginal land-holders
is almost enough to muddle the head of the
common voter, and to transform the whole
subject into one of ambiguity,and put him
on the high road to hopeless confusion;
until many minds seize upon Gen. Sheri-

Establishment

subject,and that the positions taken should
be sustained by citations from the Bible,
2. Twenty-five dollars will also be given
for the best original tract of eight pages
on the Conscious Stale of the Dead between
Death und the Resurrection.
* Competent Committees to award the

life whose temporal birth it commemorates,

while the 60,000 Cherokees, who are civilized and quiet, cost us almost nothing.

dan’s idea, and séé in ‘extermination

‘those seeking‘for

They will best observe the day who the

Mr. Whittier’s seventieth

Printing

inal tract of eight pages on Baptism. |;
is desired that the,general scope of the
tract should cover x natural inquiries of

;
readers

The

give twenty-five dollars for the best orig-

most fully realize the spirit and beauty of the

govern-

ment nearly $2,000,000 aniually for the
pay of the army that takes care of them;

this

PRIZE TRAOTS.—#$25.
1."

‘We wish that many good and pleasant things

may be in store for all our

:

0-0-0
* ++

There would be a sensation in a good many
Northern white courches if they should follow the example of a Southern Baptist colored church and expel all the members who at-

——OFFICIAL statistics lately published
show that for the past forty years the military operations against the Indians by
the United States have cost $12,000,000
on an average each year. The wild Apa-

wil]

ordering elsewhere.

BRIEF NOTES.

West),—that

Leaves

hereafler be furnished at the rate of $7.00
per hundred, or, if paid strictly in ad.
vance, the price will be only $6.00 per
hundred. Send for sample copies beforg

5

See,a notice in the proper column relativeto
the forwarding of funds collected for Home
Mission and Educational purposes.
;

is to say, three quarters per cent.—would
clearly have voted for Mr. Merriam.

purpose named,

PROSPECTUS.

within the présent month?

I am sure many will cheerfully respond to
this call. The *‘ greater efficiency of the
College absolutely demands” an increase of
funds. Who will be the first to make an

.The Freewill Baptist Woman's Missionary
Socie®w, seeing the growing demand for missionary intelligence, have decided to publish a
magazine.
It will consist of not less than

offering?

Funds

placed

in

the

hands

of

decided

ac

12mo pages;and will contain com-- your pastor will be duly forwarded: Every
given recently in the Chicago Inter-Ocean far West as Ohio, during a period of ten twenty-four
of the pious theatricals indulged in by years—from 1860 to 1870—the increase in munications from India and the Shenandoah dollar received will be gratefully acknow!the cities and large towns was fifty-five Valley, general missionary intelligence and a edged.
D. W. C. D&xGIN, Pres.
Mr. Hammond, the * revivalist,” at
Rev.

Yonkers,

New

York.

Among

the

con-

per cent., while in the rest of the State

farming
increase.

the reformed criminal,

in the

counties
But the

great

army

remained
without
demand for labor

suddenly

has

cities

and we sec

one
of

the

while

years,

ten

tion during those

This man was put
ous misdemeanors.
forward as one of the principal exhorters
to lead the children to Christ. According to the account of the New York Word,
on the last day of the meeting Mr. Hammond appeared on the street in a wagon
drawn by a pair of showy black horses
and, standing on the seat, addressed the
crowd as the vehicle moved slowly along.
Newman,

it

was only five percent. In Pennsylvania,
the mining counties doubled their popula-

verts was one Newman, 20 years of age,
before
arrest,
been under
who had
his conversion, twenty-two times for vari-

of

the

fallen off,

results

tramps that

in

are

the
now

infesting the country. What better way
out of the difficulty than to try by all possible means to re-inforce the agricultural
portions of the country by “these idlers—

so far ds they are willing?

accom-

sp——

THE

current number of the Church

Advocate contains this:

performer of the occasion. To refined
ears his address bordered on the blasphe-

"In another column will be found an interesting report from the pen of Dr. Phillips of his tour among a number of the
churches of the East Pennsylvania Eldership. We are quite sure the bre hren are
ing anxiously for this report, and also
for the detailed aceount of the amounts
contributed at the various points visited.

mous, and, his experience, as he related
it, was as objectionable as the Dick Tur-

pin style of dime novel literature.” We
quote further from the report of this ‘ re:
vival” scene as follows :

ried forward.

Bridge? Give it up? Because so many
schooners—of beer
— have gone under
it.” This was pfonounced by the master
of ceremonies as quite happy.
id
Other * eccentricities” quite as disgusting and demoralizing were indulged in
by both Mr. Hammond and his lieuten-

reference

From the report to which

all

here made, we learn that in

of nine hundred dollars were

is

upwards

raised

for

foreign missions, the largest sum raised
at any church being $128, contributed at
Middletown.

ant, but we forbear to quote the
more.good Such
in-

exhorts that

Bro. Phillips

people wiih these stirring words :

methods, whatever may be

The present duty of the churches in re-

tentions of the actor, are degrading to

to this matter is obvious. Let much

Christianity, demoralizing to the innocent Jation be offered up to God in behalf of
prayer
children whose *¢ conversion” is aimed
at, | this new undertaking. Only mobey can
;
churches here and
and demand the outspoken and emphat- accompli-h little.
those in foreign lands need the divine
ic disapproval of both press and pulpit.
blessing. 1 would suggest that special
Drgerhe offered up that the right man
of
———Tue Congregationalist recently sent a may be found to represent the TheChurch
money
in the India mission,
God
circularto one hundred of its ministers
iven and subscribed has beén contributed
residing in twenty-three States, ‘‘asking in good faith for foreign missionary work.
their best judgment as to the fact of any It is consecrated t3 God for this sole purimportant change in Congregational sen- pose, as one of the brethren said to me
on the train one day.

timent upon the doctrine of the future
been a drunkard. This is a fundamental punishment of the impenitent, and the
- the sixteen propositions of his. lecture. fact and one which should not be lost relation of the holding of that doctrine to
Sr
fitness for the
Congregational
minis‘We accept for the most part their teach- sight of, as it often is.
It is plain that the reformed man can try.” Lastsweek’s issue of that papef
ing.
We aumire the «wealth of illustration,eand brilliant rhetorical tints, scat- especially appreciate the struggle with published the answers from seventy-three
tered through.a lecture - intricate with, this tempter, and can especially sympa- of these clergymen, twenty not having re.argument. Yel, after .all, we doubt if thize with the victimsof this demon, that plied at all, directly, to the questions in

No doubt the spirit

of the Lord is moving upon

1urning it towards

pray, and while

India.

praying,

some heart,
Let the church

look: for the

children’s department.

While it will be espe-

——Tae National’ Temperance Society
has issued the following form of petition,
asking Congress to provide for the appointment of a commission to investigate
and report upon the relation of the alco-

who

holic liguor-traffic

drink fo sign the pledge.
We are glad
to admit these modifications, and we see
clearly how,in the enthusiasm of a move-

Hillsdale, Mich., Dec. 10, 1877.

cially the organ of the Woman's Society, it is
hoped to make it applicable to general mission
ary work in.the denomination,
The terms will be thirty-five cents per annum for single copies, and thirty cents for five
copies sent to one address.
It will be issued
bi-monthly, the first number to appear in January, and will include the reports of the Secretary and Treasurer
of the Society for the

to

crime,

The urgent need of instant and

tion requires that special attention be called
to the appeal,published in the Star three weeks

since, inviting all readers to think

®

¥

and

work,

year.
All who propose to take "this publication
should communicate at once with Mrs. J. M.
Brewster, Providence, R. I., to. whom names

pray and pay for the establishment of the BiMonthly.
As will be seen by the name, the
publishing association for the formation of
which the prelinjjuary steps were taken at
Fairport, decided td issue the periodical—if at

of subscribers and the

all—six times a year

pay

for

the

well as all articles for publication,
sent,
:
:
Those who have communicated
DeMeritte in response to the postals
should now communicate with Mrs.
stating definitely the number

taken, and to whom sent.

of

same,

as

should be
i
with Miss
sent {hem
Brewster,

copies

to

plan of bi-monthly

instead

of four.

This

instead of quurterly issues

was unanimonsly agreed to at the time of
adoption, and has continued to commend
self more and more highly to those having
matter in charge. It will be presumed that
those who had signified their intention of

be

About six hundred

its
it
the
all
be-

probable subscribers have been obtained already. It is earnestly desired that the number

coming subscribers in the expectation of only
four numbers per year, will be equally well
satisfied with the present arrangement, unless

shall be increased to one

they notify the sub-committee or the publisher

thousand

by the first

to the contrary.

of January. A very little effort will secure
such a result. Shull we not go - steadily for.
ward with this undertaking?
Per Order
:

It is the determination of

those to whom the enterprise

has

been

com-

mitted that the periodical, if commenced, shall
be all that the popular demand has called for.

__| Of this its board of

editors is a guarantee, to

at Fairport; —
which, besides those designated

the names of Rev. 8. D. Church of Mass., and

SUNDAY-SOHOOL.
‘We kindly ask of all our readers a candid examination of our Sunday-school
lesson helps for the ensuing year. The
Department in the Star devoted to this
work will contain a greater variety of
matter than heretofore ; the ‘Notes and
Hints” will be briefer, but not less suggestive, and there will be minor paragraphs to serve as helps and illustrations
for both teacher and scholar. The * Lesson Leaves,” samples of which

we will
gladly send to any address, will, we are
confident, commend themselves to all

Sunday-school

The

workers.

these Leaves, for adults, will be

style

of

slightly

changed at the beginning of the year,and
no pains will be sparedto adapt them to

the wants of the class.

In addition to a

topical arrangement of ** daily readings,”
described in each: lesson
also the place, the

were

contemporary

enacted,
rulers,

prophets, &c.. The pronunciation of difiicult proper names will be indicated, and

the call for an “intermediate” lesson pa~

pauperism,

per will be metby printing suitable quesand the general public welfare, and also
tions on the sheet for adults in full-face
the results of the various kinds of legislation for the suppression of intemper- type. Hitherto blank spaces on these
ance. A bill for this purpose has already | sheets will be filled by useful notes and

f

The Bi-Monthly,

;

‘the time will be given in which the scenes

man.

the circular, and seven replies having

come too late for publication. Of these
eighty replies, there is this editorial summary :
etna
Qigion. . Conscience is one, and only.one,
to
Of
these,
sixty-seven,
or
more than 83
bringing
of the messengers of God,
per
cent.,
testify
uhequivocally
that, in
ment,
the
fundamental
fact,
above
mentruth
divine
the
of
knowledge
.the soul a
o | their judgment, and so far as their ohser_and will. Nature, and .experience, and tioned, would - naturally be kept in th

aly religion,” either. scientific or .moral,
God himself is the foundation. of. all re-

in the

case by iself; with the
they might have sided
of the Indian Orchard
three (two from New

England, and one frem the

House

A laugh
in the crowd called out the
+ Newman
that « Jesus would They will learn with pleasure of the sucmoney and his brains, he also gave him-| remark
make
them
laugh
out
of
the other side of | cess that has atiended this effort, and with
self.
He married, and had a beautiful
their mouths.” ~ Again he said: ** Boys, doubtless entertain the hope that lya work
carhome of his own, but he did not forget why
so well begun may be successful
is my nose
like the Brooklyn
THE

that .een- ers, or at least the only efféctive

faculty.

would judge each
implication that
with the minority
Council. While

United States Senate and

improvements, the Lesson

‘“ Your petitioners, citizens of the United
States, respectfully ask that you will provide, by appropriate legislation, for the
appointment,
by the President of the
United States, of a Commission of In-.
quiry concerning the Alcoholic LiquorTraffic,its Relations to Public Revenue and
Taxation, to Crime, Pauperism, the Public Health, Morals, Education, and the
General Welfare of the People; and also,
the Results of License, Restrictive and
Prohibitory
Legislation
in the several
States, and inthe District of Columbia and
the Territories.”

(two from New England, two from the
Middle States, and two from the West),

that

to

England,

Price REDUCED. Notwithstanding these

of Representatives:

from the West), are not prepared to aftirm
that they could in no ease vote differently. Six, or seven and one-half per cent.

panied Mr. Hammond and was, in the
language of the correspondent, * the star

. mortality ; and, whether our words are is more to be depended on than one who
those of Stahl, that it presided over the | has been in the gutter, has reformed and
is trying with all his power to save his
~bedy, or those of Aristotle. and Galen,
» thats directed the funciion of life, it does fellow men.
« ‘not signify.

five are from New

thousand

come

eight

to

the wants of the juvenile department.

-witl-be-unappreciat
|
ed. abuses-of the Indian service and of afford- | -reform-that-tends-to-the—upbuilding-—and—ime.{-

worthy of man's creation, which the
economy of earthly existence does not
furnish, and we must look into futurity
for the meaning of the past.
aa
+o

ninety

England,

Leaves will also be especially adapted

York,

““ PETITION.
To the

<

lessons, We are reasonably sure that these
Lesson Leuves will be the best that teachers
can procure.
The
Children's Lesson

assistance who

N. Stearns, 58 Reade Street, New
for presentation in Congress :

+

topics for study in connection with the

will cut out this petition and return it,
with signatures, at an early date, to J.

be insisted on, in all cases.
Eight, that
is to say, exacily ten per cent, (of whom

nor Irwin and Mr. Shelley would save the
forty millions or so of our unprotected
people. Except by .demagogues,
who

cates that our nature is not a random result, but that it may be perverted or improved in relation te a future state.
Surely,

or

all told,

seen from what imminent danger

in the midst of his martyrdom.
to

eighty

New

and all may render timely

Middle States, and twenty-three in the
West), emphatically declare thatit should

engage in no strikes, it will be readily

fire is a bed of roses to me,” said James
Conscience, powerful

two are in

country during the past six or eight years,
and when it is further remembered that
at present the outgoing equal the incoming Chinamen, and that when here: they

Cranmer and Lambert gave their bodies
to the flames for thelove of God.
The
conscience thus directs the body.
** This
Bainham

about

wwice passed the United States Senate,
but failed in the House of Representatives. The effort isnow to te renewed,

esgen-

tial departure on the subject in question,
from the faith which has been usual in our
body. Of these, thirty-t
speak from
New England, ten from t
iddla States
and twenty-four from the
West.
‘Thirteen, or less than 17 per cent. (of
whom eight speak from New England,
and five from the West), testify that in
their opinion there has been a more or
less considerable modification in the
views of Congregationalists on this subject.
3 As to how fara belief in the doctrine
should be insisted on as a pre-réquisite
to our ministry, sixty-three brethren, or
more than 78 per cent. (of whom {thirty-

Accordingly,

When it is remembered

Chinamen have,

drops, each strung upon its thread of
and nations, wiuld not be able to reach morning light, we see reflected the One
the ear of the masses with persuasive el- who is omnipresent. © Thus conscience,
oquence. Hence, we regard the appear- which not only discerns. between good
ance of Mr. Cook as a providential token, and evil, but which also apprehends the
taken together with many other signs of presence of God, discovers the contrariety
the times, indicating a revival amongst between truth and falsehood, and perthe people of interest in themes the con- ceives how the human will is rendered
sideration of which will certainly lead to responsible by knowledge, and how just
excellent moral results.
is the law of loving God and our neighWeare led to these remarks by looking
bor.
over the recent lecture,
delivered in’
Catlin, in his account of the religious
Tremont Temple on Nov. 19th, by Mr.
Cook, on * Conscience as ‘the Foundation of the Religion of Science.” In this excruciating agonies in order to prove
lecture Mr. Cook makes three chief prop- their devotedness to the great Spirit. So
ositions,

vation extends, there has been no

we see that Congressman Shelley, of
Alabama, has introduced into the House a
bill providing that after January, 1879,
all Chinamen coming here (except officially) from any country shall be taxed $250
per capita, or serve five years in the pen-

on at-

tempts to interpret faculties and functions,
but upon the word of God ; and from that,

AWS

to the comprehension of

19. 1877.
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of Rev. O. E. Baker of Yowa, have been added.
There is reason
to fear that many
are not

yet aware of the great advantage that may be
afforded by such a publication. For this reason,

brethren,

we

ask

for

thought.

your

Those who have considered the matter are
deeply impressed with its importance as an
agency of literary, religious and theological
inculcating in more significant
culture, and of form
than that of the news:

and permanent

paper the views of gospel

truth

and

church

polity held by the F. Baptist denomination.
Brethren, our doctrine and polity are worthy of this efficient advocacy.

Our ministers and other Christian

workers

need the fresh resources and the stimulus to
thought and study which it will bring. They
need it as a “medium of Theological inter

course, & bond

unity

of doctrinal

and

nominational fellowship, a harbinger

of de-

of hope

and a pledge of progress.
Let all who desire the existence

Monthly respond at once

to the

of the

requests

Bi-

in

the circular issued in the Star of Nov. 28.
The present may. be regarded as an auspi-

cious time for undertaking the contemplated

Already the want of it has heen
publication.
often expressed, and publicly recognized. A

General Conference

of unexampleq interest,

zeal and hope which
ence.

reigned
.,

marked by a blessed effusion of fraternal feeling, has recommended the movement with enthusiasm, desiring that it may serve to continue and spread the excellent spirit of union,

at the Confer
i

But the publication cun not be commenced
unless at least twenty-five hundred dollars of
the proposed fund be first secured. Are there’
not other brethren who will unite ‘with those
whose noble contributions at Fairport come
menced the subscriptions?
Lg

WL

uly
bo

t

Ba

~

a
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THE
dollars each for

of them shall come a hundred

to the

lars

h
‘perpetual work of benevolence. Let each churcs—

pletion. In the Marion Q. M., Rev. J. W.
Parsons has the pastoral charge of the Marion

fund

t
but the consecration of a permanen

that is dispo

that has ability—and what one

that its

the
The beginning of the new year and

‘to speak promptly.
Suffer not delay or

time

deprive

sult of the labors of Bro. S. D. Bates and Bro.

in twenty

We

converted.

sinners

sliders reclaimed and

house

the debt

wish

We

might

dependent

Our Home Mission in Maine have no
friends.
to said me, hence, I look to ‘God, and
fund
Christians who are in sympathy with the weak
I hope to
churches, for means of support.
who will
find hearts in sufficient numbers
stand behind, and run me on this Jine, with a

in

afternoons

Meetingsare held in the

Me.

Windham,

Rev’s Fullerton, Crabtree,Peden, Smith, Flem-

and

evenings, principally at Windham Center. Between the F. Baptists and Friends a perfect
and

the work are Rev's W. J. Twort
Smith

Byptist),

(F.

W. T.

Cartland

and: John

Chabbot,

Shepherd.

and

We were favored with the presence and help
deleof the Rev. T. E. Peden, corresponding
gate from the Jackson Q. M. The following

in

The ministers engaged

harmony prevails,

ing,

Shunkwiler,

resolutions respecting the death of our beloved brother, Rev. H. Swaim, were adopted :
Whereas, God in his - providence has called
from earth one, of our beloved ministers; one
who has been identified with the denomination
for a few years, whose name and influence has
shed luster over our Q. M., therefore
Resolved, 1. That, in the death of Bro. H.
Swaim, the denomination has lost the services
ofa firm minister of the gospel, a lover of our

and

other helpers of the: Friends’ society. The
work is extending all over the town. Heads

of families and youths are being converted.
The Congregationalists on the Hill are also
It is said by old Chrissharers in the work.
tians that there was never such a revival “of
The interest con=
religion in the town before.
tinues every day unabated, and seems to be
No undue excitement, no surface
thorough.
work, but a real, genuine work of grace and

denominations

9. That we deplore our loss while bowing
to the fate that has bereft us in common with
all men,
.

.

salvation.
Ordinatio n.

‘After a satisfactory examination before a
council composed of Rev’s A. Given, A. EL.
Gerrish, L. Dexter, C. A. Bickford, J. M.
Bro.
Brewster, M. Phillips and T. G. Wilder,
Charles D. Dudley, a graduate of Bates Theological school, class of *77, was ordained to the
ministry and installed pastor of the No. Scituate, R. I., church, Dec. 12. Brethren Dexter,
M. Phillips,
Stockbridge, Bickford,
Given,
Gerrish, Wilder, Brewster and Mellish participated in the exerajises.

Franz

Dr.

JEALOUS of the increasing fame of the Mason &
Hamlin Organ Co., some of their competitors
WESTERN.
started the story that an organ which they recent.
Souther
Ohio.
ly made for Dr. Franz Liszt did not please that
1n the Miami Q. M., the Providence church
great master, and that he had sent it to a music
dealer to be sold. An inquiry about this brought
located near Lawrenceville, Ind., is, we learn,
ist
\
the following response:
in a good. condition, having Bro.-D. A. TuckVILLA D’ESTE, NEAR ROME, |
er as pastor.—The Maineville chutch has for
October 17, 1877.
the past two years employed Rev. J. A. SutFor the kind attentions which
Sirs:
Honored
secHis
ton, of Blanchester, Ohio, as pastor.
you extended to me, I have already expressed my
ond year expires March next. There have
sincere thanks. I am very sorry that any annoybeen seven accessions since his assuming the
ance to you has arisen out of this matter, but am
The Pleasant Plain church
pastoral relation.
certainly not to blame for it. As you suppose, the
is in a goed growing condition and for. several statements appearing in the ‘ Music Trade Reinvention
years has enjoyed the labors of Bro. A. M. view ? concerning myself are “a pure
of its own.”
Warren &
Simonton, of Blanchester.—The
The matter is simply as follows: *“ Every year
——€linton QM. have but recently held their | when
T deposit my-pianos-with-|
leaving Budapest;
Fall session, when all the churches were reMr. Chmel (agent of the firm of Bosendorfer) who.
meetr
ncheste
on.~Bla
ported in good conditi
kindly takes care of them for me during my abing-house has undergone a complete renovasence. Last April, I also placed with him your
tion at an expense of nearly three hundred dol- matchless ‘ Liszt Organ,” with special request to
take good care of it, and safely return it to my salars, and presents quite an improved appear_ance: Bro. Simonton still continues to break
loon immediately upon- my return, the middle of
I can not concéive how this could be
November.
to that church the bread of life. We hope for
distorted into a disparagement, or even sale, on
a great ingathering of souls at that church this
‘my part of this instrument. I hereby firmly and
winter.~New Hope church is at present withtruly declare that such meanness is entirely forWaynes.
of
Hisey,
John
out a pastor, Bro.
eign to my nature.
for
altar
ville, Ohio, has ministered at that
_ Ilately saw in thé warercoms of Mr. Ducci, in
pp
ip

the past nine years, during which time the
Tord has abundantly blessed his labors, It is
contemplated that Bro. H. will be re-employed, —Sugar Run (Oceola) church, on the first
Sabbath in December, employed Bro. J. A.
Sutton as pastor for the ensuing year, one
continue

trust

We

fourth of the time,*

upon

to add his blessing

will

that God

that little

up ‘and established «in

band, which wasbuilt

the faith by Bro. Hisey, near eight years since.

“~Beech Grove Mst winter evjoyed a season
of rejoicing from the presence of the Lord,and
several were added to the church, which we
trust will be eternally saved. This is also the result of the laborsof Bro. Hisey who has labor-

‘ed with that church nearly a fourth of a centu~
ry.

They at present have no pastor, Bro.

having

time

The

expired.

Silver

H’s

Grove

church, near Fort Ancient, is also the result of
Bro. Hisey’s labors, he having established that
~ church some, fifty years ago,.and is still labors

" ing as

their pastor

with

good

acceptance.

Pleasant Grove church in Clark Co.sds also-at-

tached to this the W.. & C. Q. M.. They bave
Rev. RiJ. Poston, of the Ohio River«Yearly

Meeting,

as

pastor.

. considerable progress

and, perceiving the

They

have, made

in the past few.years,

almost ' wbsolute

néces-

sity of the Freewill Baptists having a house of
+ ‘worship in Springfield, some seven miles dis-

Rome, one

of your

unrivaled

Mason

&

- The Scholar's Weekly.

A new eight-page paper for the pupil, eitirely deCan be given out each Sunday. Twice the size of ordinary lesson leaf. Same
of Quarterlies at about 1-3
size
the
-price. Nearly
’
their price.
TERMS :—Single copy, 9 cents per year; 100 copies, $9 per year; 100 copies for one month, 75 cts.

Thea

Buttons given with each half dozen Keep’s shirts.
Samples and full directions mailed free to any ad. dress.
:
:
Merchants Supplied at a small commission. on
:
pa
3
cost.
Trade circulars mailed free on application.
Keep Manufacturing Co., 165 Mercer St. N.Y.
. B3t7
w
;
fi
The Youth’s Companion. — For judicious
editing, select and popular contributors, and

sprightly, entertaining reading, the Youth's Com-

publi-

Call

THE

and generous Cobeen extended to 1t

Post-paid, $1.20

est.

child can

|

A
oston
n

opping

HOUSEHOLD

it. Every

stitch
0

.

the

to

contrar

death, he joined the hallelujahs of heaven.”

paspomps-of decay tinging the the leaves. The
sh.
tor, who was now preparing to leave the pa over
hovering
already
one
and who seemed like
his
the verge of the grave, determined to speak totime.
dear people once more, perhaps for the last
He dragged his attenuated form into the 2 Juin,
ana delivered his parting discourse, while the

who

notwith-

Price

7)

great tears

worshipers.

(i

case, with
sample

of

our new and novel way of canvassing, mailed to
any address on receipt of 65 cents, or: two for

$1.00, Orders > mail receive
Address WEBSTER MFG
Morning

CONN.

prompt attenfion.
ManufactuCO.,

Please

Star.

mention the
3mib

who wish
0 THE Siok AFFLICTED
and cured ata,

to be treated
:
liberal institution, Traveling expenses paid if
treated a proper time. Circular, tickets, and medical advice free. #, YORK, Supt. Physician, Lewiston, box 868, Me.)

saw this in.

fr

Please state what

papeL

down

rolled

He ther

the

faces of

hardy

the

the Lord’s

administered

Tired and exSupper to his spiritual children.
with
hausted, but with his heart still swelling
poetic’ inspiraold
The
emotion, he went home.
and
words
the
wrote
he
and
him,
over
came
tion

He

music of his last song.

One

last breath might be spent

had

his

that

prayed

* swan-like,’

An Appropriate Christmas Present.

you

’

\

Tontaims 18,000 Words,

Tables oN

Kules

Abbreviations,

Gin edges.

-elling,

Words, Phrases, Proverbs

ete.. from the Greek, the
Modern

of 3,

oney, Weights and Measures;

Languages.

and the

Latin,

Moro: eo

By mail, when nol

obtainable, on receipt of $1.00.

Tucks,

otherwise

For sale

by dealers generally.

‘(UNION SQUARE,)
AND

NO. 550 BROADWAY, N. Y.
of fine

assortment

SILVER = PLATED

N, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & Co.,
IVISO
Publishers Webster’s School Dictionaiies,
138

lms

y

TABLE CUTLERY, &C.
(3t50

& 140 Grand St, New

York.

0. Agenls
Tlegant Mixed Cards, with name,13
rd, Ct.

b

outfit, 10c.

hii

PJ

10c.

t.

' TABLE - WARE,

SPOONS, FORKS,

DICTIONARY

WEBSTERS
\

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
46 East 15th st.

Manufacture and offer a complete

Edition of

Send one dollar for the Pocket

THE

a

pe-

This poem was written under the following

culiar crcumstances,—as related in ‘The Story
;
of the Hymns :”
« It was the autumn of 1847; the gloom of winthe
ter was already settling upon the coast, and

LJ

SN
machine, and w
last a life-cime. Does away with pricking the finers, straining the eyes, and imperfect and irreguButton-holes. They give universal
ar-worked
0!
satisfaction. Ladies who use them say that they
in gold. Over eleven thou.
pecl- | are worth their weight
sand sold during the first week of their introiucgive over 100. per ct.
tion. They:sell at sight, and
Worker and sample
vofit. Sample Button-hole

a

it

oweérs, his service and poetic gifts to religion.y
sentle and childlike in spirit, he served faithiull
Christill his death—which was that of a happy Charles
Like George Herbert and
tian poet.
and
Wesley, he sang while his strength lasted,
then quietly waited, till * rising from the sleep of

Electro-plated Ware.

(

is taken with the on»
mei

rers, ANSONJA;

ARTICLES

a

work a

perienced hand
can work without

specialty. Send stamp for circular and references.
BOSTON PURCHASING AGENCY,
17 Pemberton Sq., Boston,
3449

;

true state-

glorify THE FATHER by laboring for the
contered upon his mission with new views, new
all his
solations and a new zeal, consecrating

¢In songs that may not die,’
and this effort was to prove a literal answer to his
The poem composed under these interprayer.
hymntances; was the well-known
“esting oi
chant beginning:
!
¢ Abide with me: fast falls the Eventide.’ ”
Sold by all booksellers, and sent by mail, postpaid,
upon receipt of price.
Every child will
clever, entertaining story.
.
LEE & SHEPARD, PUBLISHERS.
eagerly read it. Dat ssCoral”’ is worth . knowing
Boston, Mass.
1550
Rich cloth, 75.
By
ERT.
HERB
OF
50 New Parlor Games
THE BEAUTIES
gem, conBostwick Hawley, D. D. A perfect housebo
Of American History
on
ld
64 cards.
This 26th
thoutaining Herbert’s glorious poems, book par
wand
reduced
7b
to
fifty
cts.
proverbs and immortal essay. A gitt
excellence. Buy it and possess a treasuve. Rich
“They stand without a ri.
cloth, $1.00.
val in the home _circle.”—
Philip Pui) 5s Stuger. Al.
of
receipt
Aa-At all booksellers, or mailed free on
history pase
IN 80 a new
3
price, by
60 CARD time: “The Ten Plagues of
Egypt,
4
new
games
on 40
WM. B. MUCK LOW, Publisher,
illostrated cards, 50 cts,
City.
N.Y.
Ave.,
n
B.
Madiso
KE.
and
Forty-second St.
Agents Wanted.
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t147
TREAT, 805 Broadway, N. Y.

ton-hoie
with" it
than the most ex-

Goods of
cacsipeione bought
with a
tion. HOLIDAY GIFTS and

an of
Its author was a highly-educated clergym
fine poetiThe Church of England, endowed with
to
desiring
on,
conversi
his
cal gifts, who, aiter
poor, en-

as alleged.

50 such works
and the rest of his

more perfect but-

tull directions for use, together wilh
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Christmas in an

Theater; The
Hell; The
Gamblin
Worth
etc.
Death ; The Saloon of Bacchus, etc.,
48 “That Husband of Mine,”

ker
éver invented.
So simple that a

York.

Entire!
Christmas

miss it. Among
standing. You can not afford to Ball
Room; The
the topics discussed are: The
of
House

The most pertect
Bution-hole Wor-

utton-hole Cutter pagked in a neat

New

are anathematizing

THEE

0 WEY should the SPIRIT of MORTAL be TROUD

Boston.

and vicious people

ment, worldly Christians

MY

NEARER

TO

GOD
AND

on tse CH RISTMAS-TREE.

This isa.

edition of

Uniform with the illustrated

The boys’ &
Girls’ own B’k
15 cts. Sent, post-

OR, SEEING LIFE.

important imventions ol the age!

F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,

Small 4to, Gilt, Ornamental Covers, Price $2.00.

{

Kit.y’s Christmas!

LYTE.

FRANCIS

1
tad fe £2 m designs by Miss L. B. Humphrey.
Fhustrated

YOUTHS.

AND

ME

WITH

By Rev. HENRY

Price 20 CLs.

Book,

Question

The best book published.

Is one of the most

The Great American _Consumptive
talon

Fairs, 1871.

50
25

3 50
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ABIDE

BOOKS

The Temple of Pleasur

Patented June 27,1871, and Feb. 3, 1874,
e
Awarded first premium at the American Institut
and Maryland Institute

$
is
hi
all the above,

Address,

ADULTS.

Not a ¢ Bad Book,”

a year.
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WORKER.
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Dollar. Every young man, every yorng Snght 3s
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price,
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Pilgrim’s Progress. By Miss Lillie
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17648

Place,

the news

Address

free.
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gilt edges.
complete in itself. Large 16mo edition,
Tney are the lar est and most atirac$1.25 each.
price.
ive gift books ever publishe at so low aBoston
.
PD. Lothrop & Co., Publishers,

The Weekly Sun.
cirWho does not know THE WEEKLY SUN? ItCanaculates throughout the United States, the greet
families
d
thousan
das, and beyond. Ninety
the
its welcome pages weekly, and regard it innews,
Its
light of guide, counselor and friend.
enis
departm
literary
and
ural,
agricult
itorial,
and
make it essentially a journal for the family
Terms: One Dollar a year, postthe fireside.
paid. This price, quality considered, makes it
the cheapest newspaper ublished. For clubs of
ten, with $10 cash, we will send an extra copy

434.00
Treas.

3

,
merous full-page Illustrations. Elegantto binding
rankfull gilt. $3.00. They are indeed wortay onsbe which
selecti
those rare volumes,of
ed among
volume
really educate the public taste. Kach

of the day, it also contains a large amount of literary and miscellaneous matter specially prepared
for it. The SUNDAY SUN has met with great success.

$1 00 | signs,
100 |No.6,d
0
= 1,87

in a Cabin! &ec.
Christmas
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CO., Boston.
Send 20 cts. to 1D. LOTHROP &
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of
Book
The
iand from the Poets.
lines and nuQuarto, Sleganiy printed with red
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support.

While giving
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Cabinet Organs. ‘Ducci played it tastefully and
elegantly, and I strongly hope that there may be
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convinced that they will result in mutual satisfac:
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Receive again, most respected sirs, my hearty
thanks, together with the assurance of my cordial
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esteem.
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This is the title of a new sacred

coming widely popular.

when
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Treas.

Mrs Martha Ellsworth Pleasant Valley Vt.
T E Pedan Flat Ohio.
A G Atkins Sherburne N Y.
Solomon Millett Box 133 £ Bridgewater Mass.
Thomas Percy Parker’s Head Me.
Kittery Point Me.
M P Tobey
Mrs Hitfle Brown Houlton Me.
Rev C B Atwood Box 456 W iscasset Me.
Rev G H Howard Ortonville Mich.
Rev A D Fairbanks Woltboro N H.
Rev J R Pope Box 121 Clinton W is.
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Rev LL H Witham Biddeford Me.
Rev U Chase Madison N H. Rev J L Sinclair No Sandwich N H.
Rev H Stiles Irasburg Vt.
J W Parker Millston Wis.
AM Freeman Waterbury Cen Vt.
‘Rev W Phillips Westville Wis.
Rev A J Wood Canasaraga N Y.
Rev Bela Cogswell E Springhill Penn.
Rev A P Hatch Burnbam Me.
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Edition Ready.
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book of musical instruction and beautiful music,
go complete in all its departments as
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Books
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have already, oxdered 213 copis”.

E. W. RICKER, Clerk,

loss, but what is our loss is his eternal gain.
4. That we sincerely sympathize with his
bereft family ; may God in his infinite mercy
keep them from want and penury, and at last
bring them to share with the redeemed around
the throne of God.
Next session with the Madison church, near
California, Pike Co., Ohio, commencing the
third Saturday in Feb,, 1878, at 10, A. M.
C. H. FROWINE, Clerk.
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NEW DURHAM Q. M. will hold its next session with
W ill the
the Farmington church, Jan. 8—10, 1878.
churches send in theirtax? The treasury need sit.

3. That we as a Q. M. greatly deplore our

& CO.,
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MASS.Q. M. will be held with the High St, church,
The
Lynn, Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 2, 3, 1878,
Comittee of Arrangements have provided an unusnally excellent programine, embracing addresses on
‘interesting topics, by the following. speakers: Rev’s
J. Rand,E, W.Porter, E. N. Fernald, Messrs, E. L.
Cardell. E. - A. Thissell, W. H. Hall, H. J. McCoy.E.
and Miss Julia E. Phillips, Mrs. D. F. Smith, Mrs. H.,
W. Porter. Rev.P. W. Perry, of Great Falls, N.
will preach the Conference seriuon. Let each church
up a ite

WANTED

Jincinnati, O.

Jol

send

outPiano.

33.30.

Ed. Soc.

CURTIS,

a

Address and Prayers. 700 (octavo)

Concord, N. H., Dee. 14.

L1T1LE Sc1010 Q. M.—Held its last session
Tt
with the Harrison church, Nov. 17—18.
was an interesting occasion. Fourteen of the
es, and
fifteen Ly letter. One was not represented.
conducted
was
session
the
of
business
The
with usual harmony and dispatch. Throughout the session a good degree of interest prepresent:
vailed. ' The following ministers were

A CORRESPONDENT (M. H.) writes that a

and

SILAS

E. C. BLACKMAR, Clérk pro tem.

to visit any church who may send for me.”

Moody's

|

brethren, sisters and friends, will interest themselves
work of raisand actively engage In this systematic
ing funds for our Benevolent Societies.

Next session with the Pleasant Hill church.

five and ten dollar bill each; I Hope to-be able

glorious revival is in progress

was

attendance

The

small,as the roads were almost impassable.
our
A resolution was passed recommending
churches to use the Psalmody in the Sabbath
which
songs,”
Gospel
*
services, instead of the
had in many places superseded the Psalmody,
the ¢ Songs’ being better adapted to prayer
It was resolved to place
and social meetings.
an evangelistin the field during the winter.
A committee appointed to examine into the
case of C. F. Musgrove found that he was acting as a minister under fraudulent credentials,
and conference adopted this resolution:
* That we regard him as a religious imposter.

from
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on
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with Mt. Zion church.

. AGENTS

or
All monies collected in our churches for Home by
Freedmen’s Mission, and the Education Society,
syson
subscripti
weekly
the
on
cards or otherwise,
tem, adopted the past year by our Benevolent SocleREV.
ties, should be sent to our Financial Secretary,
such
E.N. FERNALD, Lewiston, Me. He will publish in the
receipts, monthly (on the first of each month),and the
this
of
first
the
on
did
he
Star, in the form
last month; and he also will send the aggregate
amonnt of such receipts every mouth to the Treasurer
ofthese Societies. This arrangement has been approved by the executive committees of the Home Missionin
Education Beards. As funds are greatly needed
and
these departments of our Christian work, it is hoped
and earnestly desired that all our ministers, churches,

sessidn

M.—Held its last

Mission
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But un-

is approved of
J. A. 8.

and

for Home
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Organ war, tree. DANIEL F, BEATTY, Washington, NJ.
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ORGANS

Ilustrated Pamphlets sent free. Address,
BRYAN APPLIANCE CO.,
147 East 15th St., New York.
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Quarterly Seetings,

Rev. M. H. TARBOX writes:
+ In order to aid weak churches and destitute places, I have, since last April, visited
nineteen tuowns—have held 300 meetings, visited and prayed with about 600 different families, have seen 166 conversions and reclaimed
When invited to canvass and labor in
ones.
a church, it is my custem to hold from one to
three meetings each day, and visit, talk and
pray with every family, aad thus work on till
comes, if God pleases to send it.
salvation

Am

Disease, Nervous Debility, Weakness, &c.
PRICE FIVE DOLLARS AND UPWARDS.
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im-

Debilitated,

and

They offer a speedy cure withavitliziog current,
from a loss
out medicine, for all diseases that arise
of Vital Force, as Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Kidney

doubtedly the aged Father in Israel is laboring

for.

be somehow speedily provided

Belts and Bands

names of his churches,and we have not recent~

earnestly for the Master,
4
him.

In

part New Lite and Strength to the waning, organMagnetic
18m, encircle the body with Electric and
influence, and imbue the system with a constant

But we don’t remember the

ly learned of the condition of them.

.

for Self Cure.

They restore the Nervous

He is looking for a blessing: upon his charge
Bro. Asa Pierce is also laborthis winter.

ing in that Q. M.

Sold by all Grocers.

’

Electro-Voltaic and Magnetic Appliances,

Bear Creek and Salem churches in that Q. M.

Freewill Baptist church in that place, Dec. 4.
Brethren Roys, Noyes, Burgess (the pastor)
and Henderson participated, and the exercises
highly interesting. Resolutions were
were
passed recognizing aid that had been received
from various persons. The church member-

ship numbers 136.

BRY.ANS

instruments.”—GEOQ. F. BRISTOW, of
only, the first rank in all important qualities of such
generally regard them as umequalN.Y. (Examining Juror at U. 8. Centennial). « Musicians
New York Philharmonic Society, ¢ Su=
ed."—THEODORE THOMAS, of Thomas’ Orchestra, and
fine quality of tone is in con~
perb instruments,” ¢ unrivaled.”—FRANZ LISZT. «Their
trast with that of other reed organs.”—OLE BULE.
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big pay, given to agents.

J. H. Baldwin, of Morrow, O., is pastor of the

The St. Johnsbury Caledonian (Vt.) gives
full report of the dedication of the New

|-

J. 1. Patten & Co., pubey get Double Valve.
and
liskers, 12 William 8t., N. Y. $1500 in prizes,

Rev.

Davis) preaching at the College Chapel.

hope many more will come to Christ.
M. H. TARBOX.
:
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to those of your make, and

of the Jury heartily concurred in assigning

that every member

is a preparation of Pure Cocoa and other highly
nutricious substances, pleasantly flavored and
sweetened. It makes a palatable beverage for invalids that is often assimilated at times when other nourishment is objectionable.
Their Chocolate and Cocoa Preparations have
been the standards for purity, delicacy of flavor
and strength for nearly a century, and are very
generally held in high esteem by the medical pro”

Handsome Pictures - Free !—T wo elegant
6x8 Chromos, worthy to adorn the walls of any
home, and a Threé Months Trial of LEISURE
paper, full of
HOURS, a charming 16 page literary
fre to all sendthe best Stories, Poetry, etc., sent
exfifteen cts. (stamps taken) to pay. mailing
ing
| enses. Money returned to those not sat sfied

Bro. Bates is new pastor of
J. H. Baldwin.
that church. The Concord and Dutch Cross
churches still enjoy the pastoral labors of Rev.
A. H. Whitaker, and also at the latter, a Bro.
Bro. W.is also
Brooks of near Alexandria.
pastor of thé Rome church, located near Galena. The last two churches were first brought
into existence under the labors of Bro. W.
The Salem (Ind.) Q. M., is looking forward
with great anticipation to the coming winter
for an ingathering of souls. Bro. Bates is at
present (during the absence of Bro. J. M.

revived, back-

the church was

winter.

last

Lord

« Many were added to the church,” as the re-

A WORK of grace is in progress at Dixmont,
Result,

the

from

blessing

great

Rev. E. OWEN, of Portsmouth, N. H., has
received a call to the pastorate of the ¥. Baptist church in that city.

days.

N. Y.

Lord

has given him many souls for his hire. - The
Richlana & Licking Q. M. seems to be gaining ground. Centerburg church enjoyed a

\Me., is in want of a pastor.

to house—held forty-five meetings

labored
the

years, and

in that Q. M. for several

Wg learn that the church in West Lebanon,

Me., (Simpson’s Corner).

Zell and

Bro. Zell has

Higgins of that Q. M.

Winisters and Ehurches.

Visited from

The Lord has in

of Bros.
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the

the past blessed
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nitely.
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The Great South American Remedy for all spec“the
ial diseases, discovered in the great valley of vital
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and
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For circular giving
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Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible
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, or
The LaRue church, which for nine years has volume, that it will be discontinued if paymoent
by
some equivalent aarangement, be not , made
enjoyed the labors of Bro. Poston,is at present 4 Feb.
Agent
STEWART
D.
I.
1st, 1878,
being
time
without a pastor, Bro. Poston’s
occupied as above stated. Bro. P. is also now
temporarily filling the sacred desk at LaRue,
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it will
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such
needs
mind
flour
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Brethren,who will vote that we go forwa
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n a life
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For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
patient than
with more benefit secured to the
with double the quantity of any liquid oil. The
by
most delicate stemach will not reject it. Sold
druggists and EH. TRUEX, 8 Platt 8t.,New York.

results and a

forward with almost marvelous

large and beautiful church edifice is near

to a

ed by the Academy of Medicine of New York.

has gone

work

The

enterprise.

the corpothe endowment? The plan adopted by
taking,
ration contemplates no ephemeral under
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tant,with almost unparalleled generosity the P.
G. church subscribed about four thousand dol-
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‘We appeal to the churches. From how
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Poetry.
fe

—

ing him

Then twine the holly and wreathe the bay,
Let joy and gladness crown the days
For sorrow and sighing are done away

gone to heaven #

Oh, sing of our life, and joy, and peace,
Of sin’s deeay and love's increase!
God grant the song may never cease,

mother.

We
¢

Get up, and sing!

The sun doth shake
Light from his locks, and, all the way,
Breathing perfumes, doth spice the day.
Awake! awake! Haik, how the wood rings!
‘Winds whisper, and the busy springs
A concert make ;
Awake! awake!
Man is their high-priest, and should rise
To offer up the sacrifice.
I would I were sonie bird or star,
Fluttering in woods, or lifted far
Above this inn
And rood of sin!
Then either star or bird’ should be
Shining or singing still to Thee.
— Henry Vaughan—1621—1695.

THE CHRISTMAS-TREE.
There’s a wonderful tree—a wonderful tree—

The happy children rejoice to see;
Spreading its branches year by year,
It comes from the forest to flourish here;
Oh, this wonderful
tree, with its branches
wide,
3%
Is always blooming at Christmas-tide.
Tis not alone in summer’s sheen
Its boughs are broad and its leaves are green;

It blooms for us when the wild winds blow,
And earth is white with feathery snow;
And this wonderfnl tree, with its branches
wide,
Bears many a gift for the Christ nas tide.

laden

Is all to be plucked by the gatherers.now.
with
:

We hail it with joy at the

its

branches

Christmas-tide.

And a voice is telling, its boughs among,
Of the shepherds’ watch and the angel’s song;
Of a holy babe in a manger low—
The beautiful story of long ago,
‘When a radiant star threw its beams so wide,

To herald the earliest Christmas-tide.

Family

dark somewhere overhead. On the other
stood a tow of great wooden pipes, with

-

line,

like

the

mouths of dragons, with teeth and great
ears at the sides.
Close to the row of black-mouthed
pipes stood Tommy, the bellows boy. It
was ten o'clock in the morning, and he
as

ring

he

wooden

down as fast as his

move.

randie

little

oné

soft

organ.

The

mother

live,

Tom-

my ?”
“I haven't any real mcther, you
know.”
?
‘ Yourreal mother is”—— Here she
began to sing, oh,so sweet and loud, close

to his ear,—
‘“ And He shall reign forever and ever.”

Tommy nodded his head and shut his
eyes.
Then the tenor man at the bellows
sang,—
“ And he shall reign forever and ever.”

Then they both sang, and Tommy listened stiil with his eyes closed.
Tommy opened his eyes and smiled,
and the lady smiled and sang,—
» Ml
‘¢ And He will give rest unto your souls.”

Then he heard the organ again.
Oh,
that was beautiful !”
op
“ Did you like it, Tommy ?” Again she

up

hands

and

could

:

Poor Tommy! It was a sorry Christmas for him. At the long rehearsal, the
night before, his arms and body had
ached so that when he went to bed he
could hardly sleep, and to-day there is a
great deal of music. He would like to
stop and listen, only that little piece of
white lead before him, that shows whether there is wind enough in the organ,
keeps dancing up and down, and he

must

unto your

he ‘Was
heav
in
en,or |

somehow have changed

this glorious Christmas
:

“ Come unto me, all ye
heavy laden.”

that

labor,

and

are

The lady was singing differently now,
in a-voice as low as the mellowed notes
of the organ, and with exquisite tender-

ness.’
*¢ Bravo !” said the tenor man.

The lady smiled and said,
ing to Tommy now.

“Im

sing-

If the people

hear,

too, it is all right; but I'm

only singing

£,
for-Tommy:*

The boy's whole face lighted with
pleasure, and the tenor man laughed, and
the beautiful lady smiled and sang,—
“ And

He shall speak
your souls,”

peace,

peace

unto

and then continued in a long, glad

that seemed full of rejoicing.
Presently she stopped, and
said, ¢* That was good!”

strain

Tommy

Then

he

seem-

ed to think about something, and
beautiful lady appeared to know

the
all

about it, for she asked,—

blow and blow, or the music will stop.
‘ Would you like to sing, Tommy!"
Still they keep on singing about good“ Yes’'m. Only—-only—I have to blow
will to men, and Tommy toils away at —and—no— I'd rather” ——
the heavy bellows. | |.
“
¢t Rather what ?”
a
~ There! The choir have stopped. Now
«I'd rather play.”
L
there will be a little rest while the minisPlay !” said the tenor man. ¢ Play
ter prays. The tired boy sank down upon
with tops 4nd things ?”
the floor, with his head resting on one of
“¢ No, sir. Play the organ. I mean to
the dragon’s ears upon the side of the
—some day.”
y
huge orgun, and fell fast asleep.
* So you'd like to play the organ,TomSuddenly there was a little knock on
the wall.

paid

Tommy’s head sank lower, and

his poor little blistered hands fell listless
on the floor.
:
Another and a louder knock. Tommy

my?”

“ Yes'm, I would.”

°

¢‘ Really and truly?”

* Yes'm really and truly,” said he, try-

vo heed; andthe knocking tncreas- 18 Lo-rise.

‘ed. Then it was quiet for a moment,and
a man’s step was heard on the creaking
floor! Then Tommy received a cruel
blow on the head, and

woke

the organist standing over him

up

to find

ready

to

* Be quiet, Tommy.

Lie still.

not sing if you'—

I

can

:

Her voice mounted up in song again,
growing softer in measured cadences:
¢¢ And he shall speak peace,

giveth all to you.

LEGEND OF ST. OHRISTOPHER.

peace unto

Canaan the giant Offero. A great and
brave giant was he, well versed in the art
of war; and, in his prowess with the bow
and spear, he was surpassed by no other
giant of the land.
an
The, services of this mirshty warrior
were enlisted in the cause of the greatest
of all earth’s kings. Now Offero was a
pagan, for he dwelt in a land where (he
people had never heard of the great and
loving Saviour. Yet sometimes he would
see his master pause ahd bend the knee,
and a great tremor would shake the kingly frame, as he seemed to quake for fear
of some powerful spirit.
" And Offero said unto
his master:
““ Wherefore is my lord afraid? who in
heaven and earth is greater than he? the
monarch I serve must not bow the knee
to other monarch ; tell me, then, the name
and kingdom of this mightier lord than
thou that I may search him out and serve
him !"
And the king replied, “His name is
Satan; an unquestionable and all-powerful sway holds he over the hearts of men;
and I shudder when

*

The giant traversed taany a burning
desert before he found the object of
search, and then prostrating himself

boy. Poor little fellow, ke was tired, and
no wonder.

Think how

you have used

the organ last night and to-day.”

* But the voluntary.

It must

go

on.

lady, softly.

and placed upon his feet. An ungloyed hand was placed within his own.

Down the stairshe passed. Out into the
frosty Christmas air he was led, to the

There! The prayer is over. What shall home of his new-found friend. And there
I do? Getup, hurry! It’s no time now to he found both shelter and love---a fore" rest.”
.
: taste of the higher and happier home on
2
Tommy got up and" took hold of the high.
bellows-handleto keep from falling down.’
ee
pp

7

y

- The organist sfunk away, but the beautiful lady remained. Tommy looked (imidly up and said,—
:
“ T'was tired, ma'am, and ‘it's Christmas day, and” —

Here be began to drag up the heavy
handle, avd the music broke out in a
- fierce roar—and then died away with a
groan and a squeak—and that was all

NATURE'S PRESENT.

ro acknowledges none bit thee as his
master ; and he will follow thee whithersoever thou leadest!™
€
‘¢ Aye, then, rise!” and the wily tempter raised bim to his feet; ** thou art fairly
welcome, for I have need of warriors such
as thou.”
'
Together they traveled far and wide;
to the ends of the earth, it seemed to Offe-

He saw towers and temples, ' beauti-

conquests, riches and luxury such as he
never dreamed of. At last they. eame to

“I guess she’d hid it in her shoe,”

Buys little Mattie Mocking.

It won’t make any difference
Where it was hid, I guess,
Since Santa Claus has left the Dame
This beautiful white dress.

;

For my joy must grow

As my gooduess grows,
«

BER

EDWIN
‘We comply with
ausport, Indiana,
following from its

CF

TF

TF

A

R. TABER.
a request of the’ LogPharos, and copy the
columns:
oD

After weary and unsuccessful search for
his Lord, Offero met in the desert a holy
man, a hermit, who told him of the Sayioar, and of his love toward men.”

the frail hut

of the giant.

in

pieces

Offero

was

The child, looking up.answered,

to his home, and it is in that hope that we

respectfully ask our
this dies

exchanges

to copy

“NOT IF IT WAS MY BOY.”
Some years ago, the late Horace Mann,

“Not if it was my boy,” was the solemn

toil of a lifetime and
the lavish wealth ofa
worldto savehim from
the temporal and
eternal ruin. Wé
‘would

recommends

for the

receive

lem population.

bave

all who

popula-

the bereaved

Azores, the

per in thedownship.

12mo,

poverty

whose inhabitants

the influence of liquor,

planting

and under

somes

both

illustrations:

its control,

°

3

ete.

New

for boys,

York:

literary

material.’

fulfillment of the

prom-

of the

- A series of Silhouettes by F, T. Church,
which Estes. and Lauriat (Boston) are now
publishing, will be found
entertuining and
amusing to a high degree. They are issued in
comprise some of the most humorous domestic
‘and character rketches that have lately appear-

;

The

ed.

T. Y,

for

the

wholly’ consumed

by

issue this year comprises

an

holidays last yéar were
local trade.

The

entirely new series.~—50 cts.

year, for a scholarship, which

pounds a year

Their popularity is proved by the fact

that five editions of a series published

scholarsof

z

for three

:

5

|

Two neat Tittle tracts, weaving

story and

proportions,

are pub-

advice

in wholesome

lished by Eben Shute

(Boston),

dressed one to Sunday-school

ad-

are

and

teachers and -

the other to scholars as a New Year's offering.

The

They are entitled Hidden Springs, snd
Pilot at the Helm, respectively.
Oo
-o-0-0-&
ore

iu

anderen}

3
tha

8 retort |
BIAheRISal els, CXPETiRNLS,
exos
go that be gonld |
on. Tha:papers
of
or that ‘the ‘commiti

mination, : “Leste

d.

ere
Melville

ust Live
!

“Touch Me Gently, Father Time;” ¢ He
‘Holds the Fort of Heaven;” * Old Uncle

exening, while the boys

LT
on: came,

ea |

Song.

erpool,
0. : W. L. Thompson & Co.

#1 the examination,
fardn advance of all

el yi

MUSIC.

¢iThe Poor Old Tramp.”

ad worked hard.
had been idle and

Dan.” Songs. New York: Horace Waters
£1
g
‘&'Sons.
“146 Pretty Little Blue-Eyed Stranger.” Song
aud chorus. Cincinnati: F. W. Helmick &

0,

bid

nse), “desirous |

4
holiday number of Church's Musical
Wikitor,
@ musical magazine, i8' really ‘excel

Soni

techanidal appearance. Cincinnati: John
Chureh'& Co.
i
"
vail

iby iothdrs’ Silke,
ul

and:the story turns
canmot help - withing it
and Leslie each’ receive a

lent, both in the matter of .its' contents anduits
<4 'Sometimes”(a song), Still thou hast my
Heart's devotion” (a song), «“ "Twas but a
Rosebud yoh gave'me” (a ballad), Mendels4 Evening

Bell”

‘(1 piano

triimscription of “* Sweet: Bye and

ik ‘were
A

and

will aid

goht’s’

wooden chimneys!

in these respects during the

seven years of its history.”

Aer!

0

| mostly of one story, with Btriy "toofs and

York:

in excellence and interest those of any

Bharter school were allowed to

whothore the
ro.” |

In 1643 the Rouses in New}

evil.~New

neat quarte form, sixteen in'a collection, and

l.. 16mo. pp. 155,

@ubtory

the

ise that the magazine for 1878 * shall surpass

LESLIE'S SCHOLARSHIP;
or, The Secret of
Success.
By the author of **The Old Brown
¢.Book and its Secret,” ‘Ned Heathcote’s

5

of

And we look for the

—

Lit

seeds

to

class, and the
but both alike

The excellence of Scribner's Monthly, as
seen especially in the bound volumes for the
past year, leads us to regard with a good deal
of confidence the statement of the publishers
that, ‘‘ not content with the standard already
attained, we strive for higher excellence, for
greater variety, freshuess, and originality in

excellent us its teachingis whole-

sEngine,”

proximity

year, and the January vumber, which is more
especially a Christmas number, starts off well
on its second year,
‘We wish it prosperity
and usefuluess.—New York: Frank Leslie.

some.

oe

the

steadily gained

to

in the great temperance reformation which is
agitating the land.
Its mechanical qualities

are quite-#

industri-

For the abundance and variety of its contents, both in text and illustrations, the Sunday Magazine tikes a leading place.
If as
much could be said in respect to the artistic
or literary finish of the same, then but little
more could be added.
But the magazine has

‘happy: and

The book

8. M.

National Temperance Society.

a town free from

is not too vividly drawn.

in

will read

temperate,

and a ow groggery in close

building bad finally been burned a few months
after the insurance was out, thus beeoming an
entire loss. Several scenes of violence at last
aroused Brantly.
At alurge public meeting
the people decided to return to the old way.
The liquor sellers were obliged to close their
shops, and again prosperity rested on the
town.
This may be an imaginary sketch, and

between

were

mill, one enticing the better
other the poorest mill-hands,

showed the trial of over a hundred cases of
crime arising from drunkenness. The -great
hotel speculation had proyed a failure, and the

contrast

information

a lad

ous, and (rugal, was changed for the worse by
the opening of a bar-room in the village hotel

Bar-

came

Many

Hartough, is a strong temperance story, showing how a quiet, lovely manufacfaring village,

‘prosperous.
Seven years passed by. In the
“alms-house there
were twenty-five paupers
brought there by drink.
The court calendar

yet the

Verde

The Curse at Mill Vailey,by Mrs.

pp.

and dram-shops were soon opened in all parts
and

the Cape

they may re-appear by and by.—~16mo. pp. 374.
$1.50.
:

He calls for a

Mr, Hyer enjoys

Trouble

and

this last of the series with suything but joy at.
parting from so agreeable companions.
But

and well
* The

families, which hitherto had been

the poor, the

orical

an entertaining way.

thing te drink himself, and he likes the mohey
to be made by the sule of intoxicating drink
to others.
This seems a good place to reap a.
golden harvest.
He plans with other unscrupulous men, and they build 4 fine hotel, which
keeps an open bar.
Several smaller saloons
of the town.

Bermudas

the reader will thus get useful

we have
:

in the interesis of temperance and morals,
that his name on the title page of a book is a

drew Hyer, at the town hotel.

to

features of all these places are attended to,and

THE BAR-ROOMS AT BRANTLY; or, the Great
‘Hotel Speculation.
By 1. S. Arthur, author of “Ten Nights in a Bar-Room.” ete.

of its character.

the sick,

hia a

stantinople and far less severe ou Mohamme-

good guarantee

and

the last volume of the series, he is taking the
young.travelers home across the Atlantic, und
visiting the Madeira Islunds, the Canaries, the

"The volume is more favorable to life at Con-

so long

duty to

Island

that

Dr.

be read.

tions of country, mingled in interesting and
often thrilling scenes, and in Isles of the Sea,

7

T. 8. Arthur has written

Rev.

The series of books that Lee & Shepard
(Boston) have published, bearing the general
title of * Young America Abroad,” has prove
ed to be both popular and instructive. The
author bas a keen love of nature, and a thor
ough appreciation of learning about her
by
comingin contact with her. He also knows
what it is to be a wide-awake, active boy, with
a zest for adventure,
Thus qualified, he has
taken his voyagers through interesting
por-

torn from their homes. to recruit this choice

& Coates.

by

hardly

oppressed,
the unconverted,
finquirers, believers, neighbors, to nations, at public worship, ete.
Marginal
references show the
Scripture cited, and an alphabetical index
enables one to easily find selections on almost
any topic.—16mo. pp. 842.
£1.50.

know how to recoccile this statement with
one a few pages buck, where we are told that
during the five hundred years, while the order known
as Janizaries lasted,
not less
than half a million of Christian youth were

Fhiladeiphu: Potrer

can

comprises such selections as inculcate

without fighting were

dan government than avy other
seen.

prepared

and

God and to oarselves, duty ‘to parents and.
children, duty to our brethren and fellowmen,to strangers and enemies,to pastors
, to

the Mos-

of the Mester army:

It was

Dexter,

without impressing one forcibly with
a sense
of the duties enjoined
by the Bible.
Itis
fittingly entitled The
Unerring
Guide, and

That he thinks Turkey is

yielded

seen.

Henry V.

able to take care of her own matters is evident
from the
following sentence: * Irresistible
forces would change eventually the balance of
power without foreign interference.”
He corrects
the common belief that the
Moslem
greatly oppresses the
Christian by
showing that the founders designed to establish a great and flourishing empire,
One-of
their fundamental rules was that nothing was
to be destroyed beyond the exigencies of war,

APbug,

i

from the

The Christian

. Then the raging Winds’
wre silenced,

CAT

aid

tion has been steadily gaining. upon

and the happy giant héardl
4 ¥6ice both

* 80 runs the ba

by a con.

the father and younger brothers and
sisters is -

*‘ sick man,” is ¢ Peace,

time and education.”

ty"
CHIP

miss

arrangement of Seripture selections, which
is
the best work in its line that we remem
ber to

i

0 I

a bright

that Protestants would

round
oh

Dora,

offtifteen, is leftin charge of the family
: house
ng, while ber invalid mother sejour
ns:
t a distant. health-resort for u few
months

She is favored in her trying duties

Ottoman em-

latter power.
Russia wants to protect *¢ the
Christians,” and by Christians she means only
the members of the Greek church.
His hope
for the future welfare of Turkey is large. He
believes a strong prejudice exists against the
government, owing to the misrepresentations
of travelers.
The
prescription ‘which
he

love, and to-night
know" théu ‘hast borve
me, aud I bless thee with my love.” °
soft and low, saying, * He
Saviour must be called |

people of-

origin, char-

whiskey punch, bat is told that it can not be
had, for there is no bar, nor beggar, nor pau-

£

reply.
roused from his evening devotions by a andAh!convincing
there is a. wonderful value about
cry for help from without. He grasped
|“ my boy.” Other boys may be rude and
his trusty palm staff and strode out into
rough; other boys may be reckless and
the night, but, so black was the darkness,
‘wild; other hoys
may
feem—to
require
he could see nothing.
J
more
pains
and
labor
than
they
ever
will
Again he heard the pitiful cry, “I am
repay
;
other
boys
may
be
left
to
drift
unweary, ah, so weary with the fight!
cared for to the ruin which is so near at
Good Offero, come, and bear me over in
hand ; but ¢ my Boy”—it were worth the
you: arms!”
x
dma
tile

Whos it I bave carrjedy thou Hitile
wh
one, phi Leo tried ag si

industries of the

believed that if the affiiction that bas fallen upon his fond parents was known to
the absent Eddy, he, would return at once

day

*¢ Aye” said Offero, *‘ but how may I the eminent educator,delivered an address
serve him?”
at the opening of some reformatory insti*“ Thou knowest the mighty and fast tution for boys, during which he remarkflowing river? Go, dwell on its banks, ed that if only one boy was saved from
and tender thy stalwart help to the timid ruin, it pays for all the cost and care and
pilgrims who fear to cross its black wa- labor of establishing such an institution as
ters.”
if)
de
that.
After the exercises had closed, in
So Offero found the river, and built
private conversation, a gentleman rallied
himself a hut of branches on its shore;
Mr. Mann upon his statement, and said to
and many a tired and discouraged travelhim :
er did he bear in safety to the oppasite
~« Did you not eolor that a little, when
banks.
i
]
:
you said that all that expense and labor
One night there arose.a terrible storm.
would be repaid if it only saved one
The lightnings flashed, thunder pealed,
boy?"

and the angry wind almost tore

and

aid of story-telling,

the . government, religion,

1s

one

oa

sign to instruct young girls in the mysteries of
the culinary artis skillfully worked out by
thie

of the American

Rooms at Brantly” is a temperance story. It
opens with the arrival of a stranger, Mr. An-

were buried in

author

venient aunt near by and a matro
nly friend
of the family. Her experience in
looking after

body

»

Taber, a lad fourteen years of age, five
feet high, square built, large blue eves;

His well-beloved Son to die for them that | of whom

they might be saved unto immoytality.”
- Much as I have loved thy service, I
leave thy ranks to find this holy One,”said
the giant.

in the Seminary

therefore neither Christian nor Jew could be
relied upon asa true soldier.”
We hardly
a

“ Six Little

the

say that it is charming only half expresse
s the

secure in the possession of their property. Instead of military service a special tax was
imposed upon ull Christians and Jews, for
** the soldier is a defender of the true faith,and

So Christmas must be
To children and men,
Just as good as their life
© For the year has been.

which

pire; and a chapter each on Mohammedan
law and Islam. The book abounds in anecdotes and personal reminiscences. Especially

and

And He who gives,
All'my record knows.

Paul Taber, Esq., the father of the boy,
‘ Hast thou never heard of Lim?” is a worthy and’ highly respectable citizen
whispered the Devil, pointing to the figure of this city. While he and his excellent
on the eross. “** Him alone do I fear, for wife were mourning over the boy who
He is the Maker of heaven and varth, the had causelessly strayed from his comfortable home, a still greater affliction was visCreator and Lord of all. Such love and | ited upon them. In one week four of their
pity does God bear for men, that he sent remaining children died of diphtheria, free

‘the
re
alone
E ‘by on
the giant ‘was as be
RS
Cro fo
river's side.

‘I'o find Dame Nuture’s stocking.

.

face, uneven teeth, and of polite
an ancient city and stopped by the side of freckled
and manly bearing, left his father’s home
a little pool, on whose brink stood a cross, in this city. He was afterward seen at
with a figure in wood carved thereon. Lafayette, Indiana, but before his father
Even the bold, fearless Satan did not dare could reach there he had taken his depar:
ture,
to drink from the pure fountain;

But the angel-child vil,

Old Santa Claus went round the word

HOW HAPPY?
If I haye been good
Through the livelong year,
Iam glad when
Its last, last days are here.

fore the arch-fiend, * Thou art my king

your

Tommy’ felt himself lified

————e

his
be-

A hy of lightning showed the giant
souls.”
2
:
strike’again.” ©” 1
:
4
child
wrestl{nk ‘with the angry waters.
** Take hold of the leyer and blow for
Peaze! Lower ‘and
more plaintive + Courage, liftle one,” cried he, “I am
your life, or I'll" —
grew the notes of the organ. They died coming.” And he raised
thé tiny form in
* You'll what?” said a sweet voice beaway in silence. Then followed the ben- his arms, and, braced Js’ giant strength
hind him,
A
ediction
,—
against the pewerful cutrest.
Tommy looked up and saw the soprano
seemed to grow
nsors
singer beside the organist. Tommy gaz-| * And now may grace, mercy and peace be darkness
howling wind raised the:w:
with you forever.”
ed upon the grand lady in her elegant
rolling waves ; and his bugd
silks, and thought that ‘somehow ‘one of
There was a rustle—more music—the
have grown, oh, so much “hégvi
people
were
going
out.
‘the angels had stepped down from the
brayely onward dail
‘¢ Mercy find peace---forever,” said | the he struggled
paiated windows.
f
he reached the other side.
** For shame!” said she, “‘to strike thes

strings are loosened, not merely for trees
and toys and Christmas puddings, but
also for the bestowment of substantial gifts
to the needy.

of

pnsen,

interesting are the accounts of the author’s | detailed in a racy, piquant style,and her trials
and triumphs recorded as she
success as baker and washwoman, during the
wrestles with
Crimean war, when he found profitable occu= the mysteries of soups and. tarts, roasts and
puddin
gs, and looks after the undarned
pation for the Christian converts, and, at the
stock.
ings and rent pinafores.
The whole
same time,
promofed the comfort of sick
brigh
sist
erho
of
od
girls
of fifteen, and thereabouthy
soldiers at the hospital at Scutari. The friends
s,
Who get a peep at the first chapter
of Bowdoin College will be interested in learnof Dora’swill be sure to follow eagerly the
ing the history = of the first steam engine in’ experiment,
successive stages-of her domestic exper
Maine, vow in the Cleaveland cabinet, con=
ience, .
ected with the college, and all will enjoy it and in doing so will have guined valuable
knowledge, such as every American
as a pleasing episode in the book.
girl ought
The ideas
to have, but unfortunately does not commo
which the author advances in regard to assistnly
get.
This little bodk is one every way
ing Christian proselytes to become self-sup=
to be
commended, and richly deserves
porting and able to obtain a possession in
to make the
acquaintance of every young girl
in the land as
their own country, are worthy of study by all
a holiday gift.
J
interested in missions.
RR——
Referring to the present war between TarD. Lothrop & Co. (Bostor) publis
key and Russia, the author does not believe
h a topical

his

The purse-

author

$

truth, for it is also charmingly useful.
Like
the volume which preceded ity the author's de-

acter, growth and extent of the

short pipe and bag of * goodies.” * Once
a year” staid old folks pardon the young
ones if they scream with excited joy, if
into possession of more toys than they can
manage, if they lie awake at midnight
hours, and even if—as is too often the
case—they make themselves sick with
sweetmeats and candies. ‘Once a year”

with

Cooks” was received; has led

1878.

the

a more in-

institutions

famous sleighfal of toys, his harnessed

they dance and frolic wildly, if they come

The marked favor

Hamlin.

‘hi

teresting book of foreign travel than ‘the one
before us. Dr. Hamlin, the author, has spent
thirty-five years in the Turkish empire, as

that land ; also an accountof the

hearts, while the merry little folks delight

all is freedom and gladness.

By Cvrus

By

By

12mo. When RL

second effort in the same novel field, and
the
result is the handsome volume before us,
To

of his contact with

in the pleasant fiction of ruddy, whitebearded, smiling Santa Clause with his
boots,

& Co.

Board at Bebek, and in Robert College at
Constantinople. He gives personal narratives

together, celebrate our American Christmas. For oncein the year free-hearted
generosity prevails; even the veriest old
“ Scrooge” is surprised into the bestowment of gifts and charities. The traditional stocking and the bright Christmastree are loaded with. tokens of loving

big

DO X Little
Dene pny.
Cooks.
McClurg

York: Robert Carter & Brothers.

teacher

ered some special custom, and,uniting all

and wy lord” cried he; *¢the giant Otfe-

ro.

is

From every nation we seem to have gath-

I see him, for often I

feel him very near.”

A YEAR."

reindeers, his fur cap and

THE TURKS.

12mo.
pp. 378.
It is seldom that one meets with

to gross banqueting und divers excesses.

lilt

Once upon a time, as the dear old fairy
tales tell us, there dwelt in the land of

* No'm. I was so tired. There was a
‘hearsal last night, and it’s Christmas,and
they always have lots of music, and I fell
asleep. 1 was very tired.”
‘ Poor child? Don’t they give you a
‘seat ?”
.
;
“ No'm. I always stands, and’"——
* Look out,” said the grand gentleman
at the bellows, *¢ your part comes next.”
*“ Yes, I see. Never mind; [ will sit
and sing here. They will never know the
difference. Say; little boy, do you feel
comfortable?’
Tommy smiled -and said, * Yes, its
very pleasant. But you will be tired"—
“ Never mind that,
What is your
name ?”
“ Tommy.”

New

the old proverb, which seems to give a
tacit permission to young and old to allow
themselves some extra indulgences in the
way of recreations, social enjoyments,and
in the giving and receiving of gifts. With
us Christmas is not observed strictly as a
religious festival, nor is the day devoted

Give earnest love and true,
Give heart and love to Jesus,

THE

AMONG

¢¢ Christmas comes but once a year,”

, Give ferverft prayer and praises
Who

Frterary Bebiety,

In the manger of Bethlehem,

“ONCE

Give honor to the aged;
Give patience to the child.

white

-

JESUS is King.

Give gentle words and mild ;

pipes

““ And were you sick ?”

¢ Where does your

.

Give pity to the bad.

and oh, how
whis-

CHRISTMAS.

The star reigns its fire,
And the beautiful ving,

Give sunny smiles and greetings ;

No.

great

)

Give alms to poor and needy ;
Give comfort to the sad;
Give help to weak and erring;

of the

his: eyes.

¢ And be shall speak peace, peace
touls,”

It was bigh and dark, and like a cavern.
On one side a plain wail went up into the
a

the

took up the strain:

@ivcle.

in

&his

were blogming beside him,

that earth must
TOMMY'S OHRISTMAS.
into a paradise
Sach a queer place !
:
It was not a house nor a school-house.. morn.

all

Was

opened

“Fommmy thought

black mouths,

felt

“| queer! The tenor ‘man, with his
gloves, was blowing the organ.
‘ Do you feel better, my child?”
pered the lady.
\
“ Yes'm.”

It is the birthday of thy King!
Awake! awake!

tree,

‘He

There was the

THE KING'S BIRTHDAY.

Tis all alight with its taper’s glow,
That glare on the shining eyes below ;
And the strange, sweet fruit on each
t
bough

He

GIVING.

Give, give ef your abundance,
Whatever it may be;
’
“God loves a cheerful giver;”

Lat heart and hand be free.

‘angels his mother spoke about when she
went away? Perbaps it was his real

On Christmas day in the morning.

Ob, this wonderful
wide,

in her arms.

=

silk next his face. He was so tired, and
it was so nice and warm that he shut his
eyes. What was it? Was he dead and

On Christmas day iu the morning.

Awake, glad heart!

CHRISTMAS

Tommy knew aboutit. He felt himsel
held in something soft and warm. He
opened his eyes and the face of the beautiful lady was close to his. She was hold-

OHRISTMAS.
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ANSON ANDREWS died at Rose Creek, Neb.,
June 3. He was horn in Smithville, N. Y.,
Sept. 21, 1810, converted when young. and
was one of the members of the Cherry Valley
church, Ashtabula Q. M., Ohio., when it was
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ANDREW LIBBY died in Standish, Nov. 9,
Bro. Libby
after an illness of seven days.
was a worthy<and honored memt er of the K.
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those quiet,
B. church at White Rock.
earnest Christians who recommend the glorious gospel by words and deeds, one to be deword and work.
pended on for every god
Although living some four miles from the
church, he was seldom absent, and in social
meeting always faithful; and as he came down
o the close of life, he found the promises of
God true, and faithful, and rejoicing in Jesus,
whose name was continually upon his. lips,
he has gone home.
Bro. L. was a kind husbun and father, and «good neighbor, whose
death will be severely felt by the community
in which he lived. He leaves a wife and three
sons, with a very large circle of friends, to
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Mrs. Dorcas SmiTH died in Lawrence,
Mass., Nov. 25. Mrs. Smith bad been for
many years a sufferer from disease, but at last
she passed quietly away to Him in whom she
trusted.
She was a member of the Free BapCoM.
tist church in Lawr2nce.
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